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EDITORIAL
This is the eleventh volume of the Scottish Journal of
Criminal Justice Studies.
The SASD is dead: long live the SASO!
The name change is explained in the final section, where we
also reprint a note on the Objects and Membership of SASD,
a list the Associations’ Office Bearers and Branch Secretaries
together with a note on how to start a new Branch, and our
Chairman’s Annual Report.
In future volumes of the Journal, I hope to continue to
publish as articles those papers presented at Branch Meetings
or Day Conferences that Branch Secretaries think are worth
offering to a wider audience. Original articles will also be
considered for publication. There is no copy deadline. Branch
Secretaries are invited to send suitable articles to me (in
Word2000 – or earlier versions - or in .rtf format) by attaching
them to an email to me (jasonditton@lineone.net).
Jason Ditton
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Prison Works? International
comparisons
By
Andrew Coyle
International Centre for Prison Studies, King’s College,
London.
Prisons are places which have always attracted aphorism and wise comment.
In recent years the number of aphorisms in circulation about prisons has
increased in number. Let me consider a few of them.
Aphorism 1: Prison is a place of last resort
This aphorism is meant to suggest that prison should only be used when
there is no alternative. Historically that was the position in Scotland, where
imprisonment was not commonly used as a direct punishment of the court.
Giving evidence to the 1826 Select Committee on Scottish Prisons Advocate
Henry Home Drummond said:
The instances of imprisonment as a punishment for other offences
than theft and assault are not numerous; and the long periods of
imprisonment that take place in England are unknown in Scotland,
where the period very rarely exceeds a year.
However, the concept of prison as a place of last resort can no longer be
regarded as a given. In a number of instances prison have now become a place
of first resort. In his evidence to the House of Commons Select Committee
on Education and Skills on 17 November 2004, Martin Narey, chief executive
of the National Offender Management Service in England and Wales, told
members that last year the courts in England and Wales jailed 3,000 people
for thefts such as shoplifting or stealing a bicycle, even though this was their
first conviction.
Aphorism 2: People are sent to prison as punishment, not for
punishment
Men come to prison as a punishment, not for punishment… It is the
length of the sentence that measures the degree of the punishment and
not the conditions under which it is served.
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This saying came from that man of many aphorisms, Alexander Paterson,
a distinguished English Prison Commissioner in the early years of the 20th
century. In many countries nowadays, the poor conditions and levels of
overcrowding involve degrees of punishment far in excess of the simple
deprivation of liberty. Ten years ago the head of the Russian Prison Service
told the Russian parliament that being sent to a Russian remand prison could
be tantamount to a sentence of death, because of the likelihood of contracting
tuberculosis which would not be treated. In recent years the European Court of
Human Rights has found that the conditions in which some applicant prisoners
amount to torture or inhuman and degrading treatment.
The United Kingdom has not escaped criticism in this respect. After its first
visit to England in 1990 the European Committee for the Prevention of Torture
found that the condition in some of the prisons which it visited amounted to
inhuman and degrading treatment.
Just last week I was reading the evidence which HM Chief Inspector of Prisons
for Scotland gave to the Justice 1 Committee on 10 November 2004. Talking
of the conditions which he had found in some Scottish prisons in the course of
the previous year, he said:
The combination of sharing a cell and slopping out - both cell sharing
and slopping out are products of overcrowding - is hugely destructive.
Aphorism 3: Prison can be an expensive way of making bad people
worse
When he made this statement David Waddington, Home Secretary in an early
Thatcher government, was referring to the inappropriate use of imprisonment
which could leave people physically and emotionally damaged and which also
could give some of them the opportunity to learn new tricks, the so-called
‘prison as a school of crime’ theory.
Aphorism 4: Prison works
Many of us will remember this battle cry from Michael Howard at the
Conservative Party conference in 1993. It still appears to be in political vogue.
In a press statement on 26 August this year the Scottish Conservative Deputy
Justice Spokesman Margaret Mitchell MSP commented:
Prison works - the sooner the Executive realises that the better.
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It is worth examining this statement in a little more detail. Helpfully, Ms
Mitchell went on to explain what she meant by it:
… as our European neighbours have shown, prison is a deterrent and
the Scottish Executive is failing to use it as such.
I am not sure which of our European neighbours she was referring to because
there is no evidence, certainly not from other countries in Europe, that prison is
a deterrent. Peter Taylor, when Lord Chief Justice of England, once famously
commented that the greatest deterrent to crime was the likelihood of being
caught.
In terms of deterrence, it is also important to remember that much crime is
irrational, take account of the involvement of alcohol and drugs. This is not
a new problem in Scotland. In his first report in 1837 the newly appointed
Inspector of Prisons for Scotland commented on the fact that most crime came
about as a result of drunkenness:
On my enquiring of Mr Henderson, the Procurator Fiscal for Caithness
– a county abounding in assaults – on this point, his expressive reply
was, ‘Sir, I never knew a sober assault.’
In terms of deterring the future criminal behaviour of those who have been in
prison, it is more true to say that prison doesn’t work. We all know the figure
of 56% of released prisoners being reconvicted within two years. Although it
should be pointed out that this is a very crude measurement since it takes no
account of any reduction in type or volume of offending.
Another respect in which it is suggested that prison works is that it gets criminals
off the street and makes the streets safer for all law-abiding citizens. This may
well be true in respect of serious criminals but there are many to whom it does
not apply. It is not true in respect of many of the offenders currently in prisons
such as Barlinnie and Low Moss. In depressed urban environments and street
corners, as soon as a small drug dealer is taken off the street, someone else
will take his place. That is not at all to suggest that we should do nothing about
small drug dealers, but let’s not pretend that locking them up is doing anything
to solve the drug problems in our towns and cities.
There is another meaning which has been applied in recent years to this
aphorism. It is that what goes on in prison, the experiences which prisoners
have while in prison can reduce the likelihood that they will commit further
crime on release. This is rarely the case. I am not preaching a counsel of
9

despair, suggesting that we should do nothing in our prisons. I hope that
my own record in this respect speaks for itself. But we should be under no
illusion that what happens to a person on release from prison will have much
more influence on his future behaviour than any experience or programme
he has had inside prison. In an interview in The Guardian newspaper on 17
November 2004, Martin Narey, former Director General of the Prison Service
of England and Wales, noted:
“We (that is, the Prison Service of England and Wales) have never on
any sustained basis been able to reduce reoffending, and neither has
any other correctional service in the world.”
So, if we accept:
• that prison is no longer “a place of last resort”
• that the conditions in which some prisoners are held constitute a
greater punishment than was intended by the court
• that prison can “make bad people worse”
• and that prison doesn’t work, in the sense that statement implies
where does that leave us?
I would like to suggest that before we can reach any conclusions about
“evidence and effectiveness” we need to go back to first principles and to
consider some facts and definitions.
First of all, some facts. According to the best calculations, there are about
nine million men, women and children in prison around the world. Rates
of imprisonment are usually quoted per 100,000 of the total population. On
that basis, the world rate of imprisonment is about 140. Six countries have a
rate of imprisonment between 500 and 600. Two of them are UK dependent
territories: Bermuda and the Cayman Islands; two others are the US Virgin
Islands and Palau. The remaining two are Russia and Belarus. No country has
a rate between 600 and 700. Only one country has a rate greater than 700: the
United States at 715.
Turning closer to home, in Western Europe the average rate of imprisonment
is just over 100 per 100,000. Spain tops the table at 145, closely followed by
England and Wales at 141. Scotland is at 130, just ahead of Portugal at 129.
The rate in the Netherlands is 112, in Italy 100, in Germany 96 and in France
95. Ireland stands at 85 and Northern Ireland at 75. Finland is 71 and Norway
64. Iceland has the lowest rate, at 40.
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It is notoriously difficult to compare rates of crime in different countries
because of the wide range of variables, including the way data is collected
and the way crime is defined. However, it is possible to say that rates of crime
generally are broadly comparable across most countries in Western Europe.
So, we are left to conclude that we cannot say that the wide variation in rates
of imprisonment reflects higher or lower rates of crime. There is virtually no
evidence from any country that high or low rates of imprisonment reflect high
or low crime rates.
So, what can we point to as a reason for this wide variation in imprisonment
rates? Well, we have one suggestion from a somewhat unusual source. In
November 2002 the heads of prison administrations in all the countries of the
Council of Europe met in Strasbourg. In their final communiqué these heads
of the prison administrations noted that levels of imprisonment rarely have
anything to do with levels of crime. Instead, they are a matter of political
and public choice. They suggested that a society could choose to have a high
or a low level of imprisonment depending on what sort of society it wished
to be. Remember, these men and women were not academics in ivory towers
or civil libertarians; they were senior prison administrators.
If it is true that a society can choose how many of its citizens it wishes to
imprison, it is worth spending a moment to consider who are these people
who are sent to prison. For a start, they will be those who have committed
serious crimes or who are a genuine threat to public safety. There is rarely
any dispute in any country that such people should be in prison. People who
have committed murder, serious physical assault or serious sexual offences
are invariably sent to prison. Countries may differ in the length of sentence
passed on such people but there will be little doubt that they will receive a
prison sentence. These are generally the sort of people who in this country
are held in Shotts and Peterhead prisons, just as they were 15 or so years ago
when I worked there.
But these are not the majority of prisoners. First of all, the marginalised
groups in any society are invariably over represented in prisons: the Roma in
Hungary and the Czech Republic, the aboriginals in Australia, the Maori in
New Zealand and black people in England and Wales. I leave you to deduce
which marginalised groups are over represented in prisons in Scotland. While
you are doing that, I would ask you to keep in mind the words of Nelson
Mandela: “A nation should be judged not by how it treats its highest citizens,
but its lowest ones.”
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One also needs to look closely at the profile of individuals who are sent to
prison. The report entitled Reducing Re-Offending by Ex-prisoners produced
by the Social Exclusion Unit of the Cabinet Office in 2002 gives an
interesting and disturbing profile of prisoners as individuals.
Compared to the general population prisoners are:
• 13 times more likely to have been in care as a child
• 10 times as likely to have been a regular truant from school
• 13 times more likely to be unemployed
• 6 times more likely to have been a young father
• 15 times more likely to be HIV positive
In respect of basic skills:
• 80% have the writing skills of an 11 year old
• 65% have the numeracy skills of an 11 year old
• 50% have the reading skills of an 11 year old
• 70% used drugs before coming to prison
• 70% suffer from at least two mental disorders
• 20% of male prisoners have previously attempted suicide
• 37% of women prisoners have attempted suicide
These are figures from England and Wales but they will be little different in
Scotland.
Remember, we are still seeking an answer to the question as to why some
countries make so much more use of prison than others. Could it be that in
some countries prison is used as a form of social control for marginalised
groups and for individuals who find it difficult to cope, for whatever reason,
in our modern pressurised and competitive societies? There is little doubt that
many Western societies are becoming increasingly intolerant of those who do
not conform to the expected norm, of those who disturb the way of life of the
majority, of those whom we might describe as “the other”.
Certainly, there may well be a need in our communities to deal with the
problem of “the other”. But we need to be sophisticated rather than simplistic
in doing so. In the first place, we need to be careful about who we define
as “the other”. If we define someone as a problem, then he will become a
problem. Close by where I live in London there is a block of flats surrounded
by a low wall. A crowd of teenagers congregated in this area, sitting or
standing on the wall. They were bored, with little to do and no distractions.
From time to time they amused themselves by passing comments about people
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as they walked past. Some people were understandably threatened by this and
asked that something be done. The Council dealt with it. One day they sent
along a gang of workmen who installed spikes on top of the metre high wall
so that the youngsters could not congregate there. The youngsters have moved
on, we feel safer; but of course all they will have done is moved on to another
estate. No one thought of the alternative of giving these youngsters something
challenging to keep them occupied.
Of course, there are occasions when “the other” needs to be dealt with. What
is not clear is that prison, or indeed the criminal justice system is the best
vehicle for dealing with all such problems. Two days ago I was reading the
latest report from the Oklahoma Sentencing Commission. Oklahoma has one
of the highest imprisonment rates in the United Sates, over 800 per 100,000.
The state was reaching the conclusion it could no longer tolerate year on year
increases in the prison population – it simply could not afford it. It noted
that 40% of all new prison admissions were for drug crimes. It noted that a
man had been sentenced to life imprisonment for spitting on a police officer,
although the Oklahoma Court of Criminal Appeals later reduced the sentence
to 30 years.
“This is the thousand-pound gorilla that continues to grow,” said
Representative Lucky Lamons of Tulsa, a former police officer and one
of a growing number of lawmakers who believe alternative sentencing
plans, like specialised drug courts and drug and alcohol treatment
programs, are needed to reduce prison populations and costs. “For
21-and-one-half years, my job was to put people in jail who broke
the law,” said Lamons, a member of the sentencing commission. As
a lawmaker, Lamons said he must be a watchdog over state spending.
“We need to incarcerate the people we’re afraid of, not (those) that
we’re mad at,” he said.
We are now beginning to build up a picture about the use of imprisonment in
the world. All countries use prison where those who have committed serious
crimes are punished by being deprived of their liberty. Some countries also use
it to a greater or lesser extent as a form of social control, as a way of resolving
issues which come within the ambit of social justice rather than criminal
justice. In the short term this can be successful, people who are “the other”,
those “that we’re mad at,” to use the phrase of Commissioner Lamons, will be
taken off the streets and excluded from our midst. The trouble is that this can
only ever be a short term solution. These people return to our communities,
usually no better than when they went to prison and sometimes worse – and
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they return to their previous lifestyles. Then we express surprise and anger that
56% of them are reconvicted within two years. So, some of us feel that the
answer is that more of them should be sent to prison – and for longer – because
“we’re mad at them”. The eventual outcome of that response is the man in
Oklahoma who was sentenced to life imprisonment for spitting at a policeman
– rationality kicks in when the appeal court reduces his sentence to 30 years.
There is no suggestion that Scotland can be compared to Oklahoma in its use of
imprisonment – far from it. But there are has been a disturbing tendency over
the last decade or more. Despite the fact that all the indicators are that overall
crime is reducing, the numbers in prison are increasing. I well remember that
in the late 1980s there was considerable concern and public debate, some
of it at this very conference, when the prison population in Scotland passed
the 5,000 mark for the first time. In 1998 it passed the 6,000 mark, although
this time there was little public comment. At the end of October there were
6,600 prisoners in Scotland. The Scottish Prison Service is now planning
for up to 8,000 prisoners within a few years. We are still a long way off
Oklahoma levels, but we are moving in that direction.
Let me make an important aside here, the Scottish Prison Service is not
responsible for the number of prisoners in its prisons. It does not go out to
recruit them from the highways and byways. Other agencies are responsible
for sending people to prison and there is little denying that the pressure from
politicians and public opinion feeds that drift. In the recent interview in The
Guardian, to which I have already referred, Martin Narey told the newspaper
that Home Secretary David Blunkett’s “bang ‘em up” reputation is so strong
among judges and magistrates that Whitehall officials have had to show film
clips of his Commons performances to convince them that his policy is not
to jail minor offenders. Narey told Guardian Society that magistrates were
“pretty dumbfounded” to be told that Mr Blunkett did not want them to send
people to prison, particularly for very short, ineffective prison sentences.
“Contrary to the image that is often given, the home secretary does not want
people to go unnecessarily to prison.”
Having mentioned England and Wales, I would like to draw a contrast between
the way that some criminal justice matters have been dealt with recently there
and in Scotland. In June 2003 the Home Secretary asked a businessman
called Patrick Carter to carry out an inquiry into what are now called
“correctional services” in England and Wales. The Home Office published Mr
Carter’s report on 6 January 2004. Simultaneously, it published its response
announcing the creation of a single National Offender Management Service
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in June 2004, to bring together the prison service and the probation service.
There was no consultation about the conclusions of the Carter Report, instead
it was presented as a fait-accompli. The Home Secretary had simply concluded
that it as “a once-in-a-generation opportunity to transform the way we manage
offenders, to make sure they pay back the community they have harmed, to
reduce re-offending and to cut crime”.
Well, things have not quite worked out as smoothly as anticipated. In October
an internal document prepared for the new NOMS board became public. It
warned that the proposed £4bn merger between the prison and probation
service was so large and complex that it faced a high risk of failure. It also
warned that the confidence of ministers, unions and staff was in danger of
being lost. The “summary of risks” used colour-coding, known in Whitehall
as the “traffic lights” system, to highlight the different levels of risk faced
by the project. Most unusually four of the 15 identified dangers facing the
programme were rated black, indicating a “high” probability of their occurring
and carrying a “high” or “very high” impact. A further 10 factors were rated
as “red”, carrying the next highest level of risk. A newspaper reported that the
dangers facing the launch of NOMS had also been underlined by confidential
advice from the office of government commerce in the Treasury, which had
told the Home Office that it rated the merger as “very complex” and carrying
“substantial risks”.
That is the current position of the single agency in England and Wales. A
new layer of bureaucracy has been created with the appointment of a Chief
Executive of NOMS, a National Offender Manager and ten Regional Offender
Managers. Meanwhile, the Prison Service continues as before and the proposed
abolition of the 40 plus probation services and their probation boards has been
abandoned. Caveat Scotia – let Scotland beware.
The way matters have been handled in Scotland has been quite different, as
I do not have to tell this audience. The Scottish Executive embarked on an
extensive consultation exercise. There was widespread public debate about the
issues at stake. The debate was at times heated but it was always conducted
in a democratic manner. The independent analysis of the responses to the
consultation were published last month. 95% of the responses were opposed
to the idea of a single agency as originally proposed. The Justice Minister has
frequently said that the status quo is not an option and in this respect she was
supported by the respondents who raised concerns about the need to improve
standards and consistency in the delivery of criminal justice services, both in
custody and in the community.
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All the major players appear to have been prepared to modify their starting
positions and there now seems to be a determination to reach a reasonable
compromise which will ensure consistent national policies which can be
delivered effectively at a local level.
In the report which the International Centre for Prison Studies prepared for
COSLA a year ago and in the evidence which we provided for the consultation
we suggested that one way forward would be to create a two tier structure.
The first would be a national Crime and Justice Strategy Board which would
be responsible for setting a unified national policy for the implementation of
criminal justice. This Board could be chaired by the Justice Minister. It could
include senior figures from a variety of criminal justice bodies, representatives
of COSLA and of ADSW and the chief executive of the SPS. There would also
be a strong argument for including senior representatives of other interested
departments of the Scottish Executive. Having set the overall policy, this
Board would decide the strategy which would be most likely to deliver that
policy. It would then make decisions about budget allocations to the various
agencies which would deliver the agreed strategy. It would keep these under
constant review and it would commission regular evaluation of which parts of
the strategy were delivering best value for money in terms of increased public
safety and reduction in re-offending. An important function of this national
Board would be to ensure that criminal justice did not become expansionist.
The second element would be a series of local Crime and Justice
Implementation Groups, which would be responsible for co-ordinating local
delivery of the strategy decided by the national Board. These local groups
could be chaired by a senior local authority figure and would include a
senior regional representative of the SPS, representatives of a range of local
services, such as housing, employment, as well as of other major statutory
and voluntary providers of service, such as resettlement and drug agencies.
The police and probably the fiscal service should be involved and there could
be lay members, appointed to represent the views of local communities in a
responsible manner. A major objective of these groups would be to ensure
that criminal justice services were, as far as possible, delivered within a local
structure with a view to increasing public confidence in the system.
Let me end on a comparative note. Throughout the course of recent debates
there has been frequent reference to the experience in Finland and how
Scotland might benefit from studying that. I think that is a useful comparison.
There are two main attractions in the Finnish structure for the administration
of court sentences. First of all, it is simple and easily understood by victims,
offenders and the general public. Secondly, it is not expected to achieve the
16

impossible. There is a single Criminal Sanctions Agency, which administers
all custodial and community disposals. The Agency has two goals:
• to contribute to security in society by maintaining a lawful and
safe system of enforcement of sanctions
• to assist in reducing recidivism by endeavouring to break the
cycle of social exclusion that reproduces crime.
It also has two central values, which are:
• respect for human dignity and justness
• a belief in the potential for individual change and growth.
The key consideration is that in Finland the criminal justice system is not
regarded as a major source of social control. That is the task for other public
agencies. It has a very narrow and regulated function in crime control.
I would suggest that care needs to be taken not to encourage excessive
public expectation about what any criminal justice system can deliver in
terms of public safety and a reduction in re-offending. Evidence indicates
that criminal justice systems are likely to be most successful when they are
narrowly focussed on the prevention, detection and punishment of serious
crime, rather than on more general issues of what has come to be described
currently as anti-social behaviour and also less serious crime which is linked
to persistent social problems. This is not to say that these issues are not
important to local communities and to politicians who have one eye on their
electorate. But it needs to be understood that the criminal justice system is
generally not well equipped to deal with these matters. Criminal justice has
a very narrow, albeit important, role to play in creating and nurturing a safe
and just society. Criminal justice systems can be used to underpin and to help
to support the values of a society. They can never be used as a substitute for
these values.
With that important caveat, it is certainly true that a criminal justice system,
which is integrated at the level of national policy but is delivered locally,
can be an important contributor to the aim of increasing public safety and
reducing levels of re-offending in Scotland. In my present professional
capacity I have the opportunity to visit many countries and to observe
communities in action. On the basis of that experience, I would urge you
not to lose sight of the fact that Scotland, thankfully, remains in relative
terms a safe, stable and cohesive society. Of course, there is always room
for improvement and I hope that the decisions which will come out of the
current consultation process will serve to increase that safety, stability and
cohesion.
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THE URGE TO PUNISH: Notes on a
talk
by
Richard Holloway
•

•

1
2
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Major premise or assumption: humans are not as free as they
think they are. Spinoza said freedom of the will was the name we
gave to our ignorance of causality. Even if we do not claim to be
absolute determinists, we have to admit that we are all determined
by many factors not in our control: parents, and the parents they
had; social situation; environmental factors – in short, all the facts
in the universe that contributed, somehow, to where we are at this
particular time and place. Compare the probable career of a boy
brought up in a sump housing estate with no valid parental role
models and that of a boy from a secure background sent to a good
school.
The tragedy is that our acts damage others: And this is the simple
fact that, though we don’t know what we are doing when we
are acting, we have no possibility ever to undo what we have
done. Action processes are not only unpredictable, they are also
irreversible; there is no author or maker who can undo, destroy,
what he has done if he does not like it or when the consequences
are disastrous.1

•

The tragedy is compounded by the fact that we have a hardwired instinct to revenge ourselves against those who, however
unknowlingly, have injured us: Our angers are inarticulate
theories of justice; they are articulated, acted out, in revenge.
Revenge, one might say, is the genre of rage. If rage renders
us helpless, revenge gives us something to do. It organizes our
disarray. It is one way of making the world, or one’s life, make
sense. Revenge turns rupture into story.2

•

The tragedy is further compounded by the vicious circle of
offence-revenge-offence-revenge that is endlessly set up. It was to
counter this inflationary dynamic that Moses introduced the Lex

Hannah Arendt, Labour, Work, Action: a lecture delivered in 1964, collected in, The
Portable Hannah Arendt. Penguin, London 2000. p.180.
Adam Phillips, The Beast in the Nursery, Faber, London, 1998. p.98.

•

•

•

Talionis in Exodus, chapter 21. [12] Whoever strikes a person
mortally shall be put to death. [13] If it was not premeditated, but
came about by an act of God, then I will appoint for you a place to
which the killer may flee. [14] But if someone willfully attacks and
kills another by treachery, you shall take the killer from my altar
for execution.
[18] When individuals quarrel and one strikes
the other with a stone or fist so that the injured party, though
not dead, is confined to bed, [19] but recovers and walks around
outside with the help of a staff, then the assailant shall be free of
liability, except to pay for the loss of time, and to arrange for full
recovery.
[20] When a slave owner strikes a male or female
slave with a rod and the slave dies immediately, the owner shall
be punished. [21] But if the slave survives a day or two, there is
no punishment; for the slave is the owner’s property. [22] When
people who are fighting injure a pregnant woman so that there is a
miscarriage, and yet no further harm follows, the one responsible
shall be fined what the woman’s husband demands, paying as
much as the judges determine. [23] If any harm follows, then you
shall give life for life, [24] eye for eye, tooth for tooth, hand for
hand, foot for foot, [25] burn for burn, wound for wound, stripe
for stripe.
A paradox emerges: a) We must try to understand the forces and
determining factors that lie behind the actions that we unwittingly
commit; b) But we also instinctively and appropriately condemn
the irreversible deeds that have been committed.
The history of crime and punishment suggests that we seem to
have moved away from a simple one-dimensional response to the
offending action to some understanding of the springs of the act,
including the complete background of the agent. Kilbrandon was
a significant leap in this process of deepening our understanding
of the elements that determine juvenile delinquency, in particular.
Kilbrandon invented the important mantra that needs as well as
deeds had to be considered; as well as the recognition that most
young offenders were themselves victims not only of crime,
but of deeper social forces. They helped us to see the folly of
punishing children for the sins of their parents.
So how do we break open the conundrum that our behaviour creates
for the human community? Arendt makes a profound suggestion:
The possible redemption from the predicament of irreversibility
is the faculty of forgiving, and the remedy for unpredictability
is contained in the faculty to make and keep promises. The two
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remedies belong together: forgiving relates to the past and serves
to undo its deeds, while binding oneself through promises serves
to set up in the ocean of future uncertainty islands of security
without which not even continuity, let alone durability of any kind,
would ever be possible in the relationships between men. Without
being forgiven, released from the consequences of what we have
done, our capacity to act would, as it were, be confined to one
single deed from which we could never recover; we would remain
the victim of its consequences for ever, not unlike the sorcerer’s
apprentice who lacked the magic formula to break the spell.
Without being bound to the fulfilment of promises, we would
never be able to achieve that amount of identity and continuity
which together produce the “person” about whom a story can be
told; each of us would be condemned to wander helplessly and
without direction in the darkness of his own lonely heart, caught
in its ever changing moods, contradictions, and equivocalities.
In this respect, forgiving and making promises are like control
mechanisms built into the very faculty to start new and unending
processes.3
•
•

•

In this context, forgiveness is the action that stops the irreversible
act from taking over the future both of the agent and of the victim:
it gives both back the future.
In this context, promising is the action on the part of the offender
that owns the nature of the irreversible action and seeks, on the
basis of that acknowledgement and admission, to change into the
future. In the practise of Restorative Justice both elements are
emphasised.
And another paradox emerges, this time a therapeutic paradox:
Acceptance by the agent of the fact and irreversibility of his
actions, including his own pre-determined nature, fosters a new
level of self-knowledge that allows the pure determinism of his
past behaviour to be understood and modified. Self-knowledge,
what Plato calls ‘the examined life’, becomes the therapeutic
goal.

CONCLUSION
•

3
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The urge, the instinct, to punish, while understandable and deeply,
atavistically rooted, is too blind a force to understand or respond

Arendt, p.181.

•
•

•

to the psychological complexities of human behaviour: and when
engaged in blindly and reactively invariably only serves to fortify
and maintain the offending behaviour.
Our purpose should be to seek to understand delinquent behaviour
in order to change and re-direct it; and this can only be achieved on
the basis of growing self-knowledge on the part of the offender.
This remains the genius behind the Kilbrandon approach,
alongside the need, in most cases, to find ways of supplying the
emotional deficit in the lives of the lost and stunted children who
are the main agents of offending behaviour.
Unfortunately, because of the way law and order issues have
become increasingly politicised in our tabloid-driven culture, it
is increasingly difficult to have a hard, evidence-based look at the
best way to tackle offending behaviour. We certainly have a duty
to protect the public, but we also have a duty to educate them in
the best and most effective ways to tackle the problems posed for
us by the lost children in our midst.

Note: I have developed some of these ideas in my book, ON FORGIVENESS:
HOW CAN WE FORGIVE THE UNFORGIVABLE? Published by
Canongate in 2002.
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Reflections on over a quarter of a
century as a Sheriff
By
Sheriff Richard Scott
When I was on the conference committee of SASD, we identified a problem
with Sunday mornings. The nature of the problem was quite simple
– delegates had been worked so hard on the Saturday, and played so hard
on the Friday and Saturday evenings, that they were in no fit state to take in
anything that any one said to them on the Sunday morning. Indeed, many
of them were in no fit state to turn up at all. So we changed the format a
little, and decided that the Sunday morning session would include something
different, entertaining rather then didactic, even a bit “off the wall” if
possible. We looked for a speaker who was not from a criminal justice
professional - a journalist, a history professor, or a broadcaster for example
– who would give us a chance to see ourselves as others see us and possibly
tear a few of our professional illusions to shreds.
I don’t know if Niall Campbell thought he was continuing this policy when
he asked me to speak at this session. I hope not. I’m no Owen Dudley
Edwards, for a start. I’ll try not to be didactic, but I have little expectation of
being entertaining. What I propose to do is simply offer you a few modest
observations on some of the changes I have seen in the justice system since
I became a sheriff in 1977. I ceased to be a sheriff in June of this year, so I
no longer strictly obliged to say that no one must think that any of views of
mine are shared by any of my colleagues, but you may take it that any view
I may express on anything is almost certainly not shared by at least some of
my former colleagues.
In the late 1960s a Royal Commission chaired by Lord Hughes made the
revolutionary recommendation that judges should have training. Forty years
later, we have a thriving Judicial Studies Committee that offers judges,
including sheriffs, a huge amount of support in terms of keeping them up to
date and well informed. When I was appointed I got no training at all, although
I was sent on an induction course after I had held office for a period of some
18 months. Sheriffs now go on induction courses before they go on the bench.
This is progress.
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Judicial studies is a necessity nowadays. A few years ago now, it occurred to
me that all the law I learned in law school – and I did learn some – was now
repealed. I learned, for example, that the effect on property rights of parties on
divorce was that the guilty spouse was treated as dead. That was changed in
1964, when the rule became that the court could award a periodical allowance
or a capital sum. The only guideline for fixing the sum was the court had to
have regard to the means of the parties and all the circumstances of the case.
With benefit of hindsight, you can see that that would never do – that was far
too simple a test - so along came the Family Law Act of 1985, which ran to
many pages and many sections, telling the court how to perform what had up
till then been a relatively simple task. Judges responded by writing lengthy
judgements demonstrating how carefully they had applied the principles of
the Act. And many of those lengthy judgements were referred to at length in
subsequent cases.
I have used divorce law just as an illustration of just one of the major changes
that has taken place in my time. Everything is so now much more complicated
than it was, and takes a lot longer.
Throughout my years on the Bench the volume of legislation has increased
enormously. We have a vademecum, the Parliament House Book, which
contains most of the legislation we deal with most of the time. In 1977 it
consisted of two small volumes. Now it consists of six or seven very fat
volumes. And besides the statutory law, there are many more fat volumes of
reported decisions, text books and legal journals. It used to be possible for
a sheriff to keep most of the workaday law in his or her head. By the time
I left, I found I was having to look up the relevant book of words before I
did anything.
Sentencing has become much more complicated. When I sat in Aberdeen,
there was a splendid solicitor practising there who would get up when his
case called and say, “My Lord, my client pleads guilty to the charge. He is
thoroughly ashamed of himself and he throws himself on the mercy of the
court.” Any solicitor who did that nowadays would probably be sued for
professional negligence.
There is now a much greater variety of sentences than there was when I
started. At that time, the options were limited - discharge, admonition, fine
or caution, probation or custody. At the last count, there are now some 14
or possibly 15 sentencing options available to sheriffs. In 1977 there was a
variant of custody called Borstal training. Borstal was abolished because it
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was too expensive and it didn’t seem work. If the same criteria were applied
to some of our present day sentencing options they should be abolished
too.
A major change in my judicial lifetime was the introduction of community
service orders – a novelty when it was brought in in 1978. Sheriffs have
generally considered community service to be a good thing, a fine on time,
as it used to be called, and an alternative to imprisonment. Reconviction
rates for persons sentenced to community service are lower, though not
markedly lower, than those for persons receiving custodial sentences. That
may be because offenders who are ordered to do community service tend to
have less of a record than those sentenced to prison, and are consequently
less of a risk of re-offending.
Probation has become something quite different to what it was in 1977. At
that time, probation orders tended to be made for first or nearly for first
offenders who seemed to have specific problems, like a fondness for drink
or undesirable sexual habits. The idea was that the offender would be given
help with his problems. Probation began to get a bad name because it was
under-resourced and many offenders on probation were not being seen at all.
An important change took place in the late 80s. Criminal justice service to
offenders were from then on funded directly by central government rather
than local government. In return to this funding, local authority social work
departments had to adhere to national standards. This was a most welcome
development as far as sheriffs were concerned, because they could have
some confidence that offenders on probation would be supervised, and
perhaps even given the help that they needed.
Later, the approach in relation to probation underwent further change, which
was maybe not entirely for the better. The traditional emphasis on helping an
offender – as an approach to rehabilitation - was replaced with an emphasis
on control. In their social enquiry reports, social workers were asked to
report on the offender’s attitude to his offending, on his empathy or lack of
it with his victims and to assess the offender’s likelihood of re-offending.
Somehow, the individual offender got lost in all this, and social enquiry
reports stopped telling us what an offender was like. Probation became more
demanding for the offender, and was pushed up tariff. It began to be seen
as an alternative to custody, rather than a means of assisting an offender to
make a better life for himself.
We now have a whole range of possible disposals which are most of them
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intended to reduce the risk of re-offending by placing increasingly onerous
restrictions on the offender’s daily life. These include drug treatment and
testing orders, restriction of liberty orders and supervised attendance orders.
Soon we will have many offenders on anti-social behaviour orders and
subject to community reparation orders. The introduction of the so called
youth courts and drug courts seek to involve the sheriff in management of
sentences. This change has been represented as a logical extension of the
sheriff’s involvement in breach procedures, but is really a major change in
how sentencing is done.
Now, I know that statistics appear to show that community based sentences
have an overall better chance of preventing re-offending than custodial ones.
The problem, though, with all of these community based disposals, is that
often they don’t work, either in the sense that they do not prevent further
offending, or in the sense that the offender simply does not comply, for
whatever reason, with the requirements of his order. Courts have learned
to be tolerant of repeated breaches of such orders, but the ultimate sanction
of imprisonment is seen in many, many cases as the only answer to noncompliance. So where does that lead us? I don’t believe that it is over
simplistic to say that the more orders you make, the more breaches you will
have. So one way of reducing the numbers of offenders in prison might be to
make fewer, rather than more, demands of those who are not sent to custody
when they are first sentenced.
While new disposals are being introduced, others go out of fashion.
Compensation orders were a novelty during my judicial lifetime, but are not
used as much as some people hoped they would be. Part of the reason for
that is that sheriffs often find that they don’t get the information they need,
from the Crown, on how much a victim may have lost.
One can’t go so far as to say “nothing works”, or even that compensation
orders don’t work. They have resulted in some victims receiving some
compensation. But nothing works all the time and most things, within the
range of penal disposals, work only for some people some of the time. For
that reason, I dislike the emergence, in recent criminal justice rhetoric, of
talk of “effective” sentences.
I mentioned victims just now. One of the most striking developments in
my time on the Bench has been the emergence of the victim as a player in
the criminal justice game. I, for one, was pleased when the victim support
movement came to the fore. I was chair of the first Victim Support scheme in
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the Grampian Region, which did great work in making life a little easier for
those who had had the misfortune to become involved in the criminal justice
system as victims. But there is another side to this attention to victims. When
Disgusted of Peebles, or wherever, writes to the paper and says, “We should
think of the victim for a change”, he usually means that penalties should be
more severe. One consequence of the victim movement, if I can call it that,
is that is has helped to talk up sentences.
The general level of sentences in Scotland has gone up remarkably during
my professional life. When I was a young junior at the Bar, a sentence of
10 years for armed robbery, with a loaded shotgun, by a man who had been
recently acquitted of murder, was considered to be a very severe sentence.
A conviction for rape or incest routinely resulted in sentence of 4 or 5 years.
When judges were given the power to recommend the minimum time a life
prisoner should serve before being considered for parole, the judge in the
James Boyle case recommended a mere 15 years. At that time, a life prisoner
was typically released after about 10 years. In 2003, very nearly half of the
life prisoners released that year had served at least 14 years in prison.
In the sheriff court, offences like indecent exposure and intercourse with
girls under 16 rarely attracted anything other than a fine or probation. For
causing death by dangerous driving, the penalty, more often than not it
seemed, was a fine and a period of disqualification. In those days, people
said, “There but for the grace of God, go I” – a sentiment remarkably absent
from our criminal justice debate nowadays.
For most of my time on the Bench, the sheriff’s maximum power of
imprisonment was 2 years. A few years ago, it went up to 3 years, and now
it is 5 years. The likely impact of this increased power on sentences has been
much debated, but it would be surprise me if it did not result in more people
going to prison for longer. Any increase in the sheriff’s summary powers
of imprisonment, such as that recommended by the McInnes Committee, is
likely to have the same consequences.
As is well known, we have one of the highest rates of imprisonment in
Europe, just behind Spain, Portugal and England and Wales. We have 129
people per 100,000 of our population in prison. In Ireland, the figure is 85
and in Finland it is 69. Not so very long ago, the rate in Finland was higher
than ours. They have shown in Finland that something can be done about
figures like these.
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We in Scotland should be doing more to change our figures. Conditions in
other countries may be different. There are many factors are involved, such
as rates of offending, public attitudes and sentencing practice, but we must
be capable of doing better. I for one would like to see the politicians take up
this challenge.
In the course of the last 25 or so years, crime has become a political issue
in a way it never was before. Lord Wolffe was surely right, at last year’s
conference, to assert that sentencing has for too long been a topic of political
controversy and that the time is ripe for it to be a matter of “national
concern”.
It is impossible in this context not to say something about the role of the
media. Whether the changes in the media are the cause of or a consequence
of a more punitive public attitude to offenders can be debated. What is
evident is that the media approach to crime and punishment has changed.
When I was in Aberdeen, the family of a victim of crime got in touch with
the local evening paper to complain that my sentence in the case had been
too lenient. The paper duly reported their concerns, but also ran an editorial
on the subject, which went something like this: “It is understandable that
the family are upset, but what they don’t appreciate is that the sheriff is in a
much better position than they are to decide on the appropriate sentence. He
is the only person who knows all about the case. He has heard all the facts,
including the mitigating as well as the aggravating circumstances. He has
read all the reports by the social workers and the doctors. He knows what has
driven the offender to commit the crime and how he can best be prevented
from committing a similar crime in future. He has vast experience of similar
cases. He knows the law and practice that lays down how these cases should
be dealt with. His experience and training enable him to judge carefully and
dispassionately what the correct sentence should be.”
Sheriffs don’t get testimonials like that in the newspapers nowadays!
Another huge change in the work of the courts has been the impact of delays.
When I was at the Bar, no one ever suggested to the court that the case
should be put off to another day – for any reason. Adjournments just did not
happen. The 110 days rule meant what it said.
How things have changed! The law was changed to allow the 110 days and also
the 12 month time limits to be extended. Figures collected for Lord Bonomy’s
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investigation show that there has been a huge increase in the numbers of cases
where extensions were granted. These figures are just one indicator of how
delays have become endemic in our system.
Extensions of the 110 day period, 1995 and 2001:
Number of
extensions
0
1
2 or more
Total

1995
Number

2001
%

Number

%

152
15
3
170

89
9
2
100

109
20
12
141

77
14
9
100

Extensions of the 12 month period, 1995 and 2001:
Number of
extensions
0
1
2 or more
Total

1995
Number

2001
%

Number

%

125
8
0
133

94
6
0
100

170
27
26
204

76
12
12
100

This is a simple illustration of how court delays have increased in recent
years. (The absolute number of extensions of the 110 days limit decreased
between 1995 and 2001, as a result of more accused being allowed bail.
This is considered to be partly the result of the Human Rights Act but also
a reflection of the fact that cases cannot be brought to trial as speedily as
formerly).
It is evident that one of reasons for these delays is that cases are getting
more complicated. Often what makes them complicated is the difficulties
encountered when attempts are made to take advantage of statutory shortcuts
that are designed to make things simpler (for example, providing forensic
evidence in certificate form).
Another factor causing delay is that cases are not just more complicated,
they are also more serious. A high proportion of the cases I dealt with in a
summary pleas court in Aberdeen, in the 1970s, would now be diverted from
prosecution or dealt with by fixed penalties.
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A major change in my time as sheriff can not be omitted, and that is the
creation of the Scottish Parliament. Scots law and the criminal justice system
are devolved subjects. Crime and punishment were not major political issues
in the 1970s, when I was appointed, but they sure are now. The workings of
the Scottish criminal justice system are now subjected to intense scrutiny by
legislators based in Scotland. I am happy to say that in my own experience
MSPs, Scottish Ministers and the Scottish Executive have shown a keen
interest in what sheriffs have had to say on certain issues – which is not to
say that they have always followed our advice.
Already, the new Parliament has contributed to the many of the changes I
have referred to, sometimes intentionally, sometimes I suspect inadvertently.
They have helped expand the Parliament House book and made things
more complicated. They have talked up prison sentences at the same time
as asking sheriffs to take on extended roles, both in the management of
community based sentences and in case management. Many of the changes
they have made are well intentioned and should do some good. For example,
changes in how alleged victims are treated, how vulnerable witnesses give
their evidence, and how sentences can be tailored to changing circumstances
and responses to supervision should all do some good. A question in my
mind, though, is the capacity of the system to respond to change as speedily
and effectively as the legislators would wish. They may be asking for too
much to be done, too quickly.
Robert Louis Stevenson, writing about changes he had observed in
Polynesia, wrote this:
Where there have been fewest changes, important or unimportant, salutary
or hurtful, there the race survives. Where there have been most, important
or unimportant, salutary or hurtful, there it perishes.
His biographer added this comment:
This ‘law’ receives support from the findings of modern sociology, for it has
been discovered that national angst or psychosis is most usually associated
with the rate of change rather than change itself.
I shall conclude by suggesting that Niall Campbell should ask Robert Louis
Stevenson to fill the Sunday morning slot at the next SASD conference.
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What Works with Serious Young
Offenders
By
Margaret MacKinnon and Rachael Murray
Kenmure St. Mary’s School
This presentation raised issues about the assessment for young offenders and
the use of Cognitive Behavioural Programs as intervention.
It was suggested that the identification and management of risk for young
people should be approached from a developmental perspective. What this
means is the identification of any developmental psychopathology and the
relationship of this with the young person’s offending pattern. It is suggested
that this perspective should also be holistic so that it considers development
in its widest sense.
Academic/ Emotional/ Social/ Mental health/ and substance use were all
areas to be assessed for risk and need through a developmental framework.
So, for example the transitionary period for some mental health problems
to present in adolescence and be identified as potentially longer term
would be an area for observation and assessment. Or the recording and
acknowledgement of sexually abusive behaviours throughout the early life
of the adolescent in order for the assessor to identify patterns of risk, become
important. Also important is the identification of the current impact of a past
traumatic or abusive experience, which may be at the root of the offending
behaviour.
Assessment should take place as early in the developmental pathway as
possible as earlier intervention to re-align the child’s development would
be the most beneficial. Hope was also given to working with adolescents,
as their behaviours are still not as habitual or entrenched as in the adult.
Nor have they been overlaid with so many further negative experiences.
Intervention should then focus on building protective factors targeted at
both the criminogenic needs and at the developmental ones.
The second part of the presentation then considered intervention for
adolescents in the form of cognitive behavioural programs. Questions
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were raised about the tendency to use adult models for some adolescent
programs. The point was made that such intervention should also take
the developmental age and stage of a young person into account. So, for
example program length should be limited to six months.
Recent research had shown that community or residential settings for
program delivery were both effective and there was acknowledgement of the
particular organisational issues in running programs for adolescents. These
included having enough people to run a group, achieving regular attendance,
and issues about completion and deselection.
It was concluded that “Some rehabilitation programs work with some
offenders in some settings when applied by some staff”
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Representation of illegal drug case
stories in the Scottish Press
By
Alasdair J M Forsyth,
Glasgow Centre for the Study of Violence, Glasgow
Caledonian University
Introduction
At the present time illegal drugs are a staple news item of the Scottish press.
Indeed, since the invention of written communication, drugs of some sort
or another have been a popular topic with scribes, journalists and other
authors. From the ‘hymns’ to beer drinking of Sumeria, through King
James’s ‘counter-blaste’ to tobacco, leading to the ‘pamphlet wars’ of the
16th century and the prohibitionist moral panics of the early 20th century, to
today’s lurid tabloid tales, the printed media has either shaped or responded
to changes in substance use and drug policy. In this article I shall detail
the extent and nature of illegal and pharmaceutical drug reporting in the
Scottish press since the 1980s.
In this article the term “drug” is constructed around its use in the media
which largely refers to illegal substances plus pharmaceuticals, but excludes
alcohol, tobacco and volatile hydrocarbons (solvent abuse). Rather than
simply measuring column inches printed about drugs, such as abstract
editorials or anonymous exposes (which constitute the bulk of drug-related
newspaper items), this article will examine stories about actual drug users
or offenders, hereafter referred to as ‘cases’. By this method it is possible to
gauge how representative (in terms of drug prevalence or problem severity)
the Scottish press are in their reporting of drug news and how newsworthy
different types of drugs story have been.
Studies of the extent and nature of drugs in the newspapers are
comparatively rare. When these have been conducted they have tended
to be either quantitative measures of column inches or more qualitative
content analyses - looking for evidence of moral panic, amplification,
simplification, misrepresentation etc. (e.g. Young, 1973; Kohn, 1987 &
1992; Levine & Reinarman, 1988; Davies & Ditton, 1990; Forsyth, 2001a).
As such these have tended to concern particular drugs at a particular point in
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time and have tended to focus upon the language used by the press (i.e. drug
scares). In contrast, there is an absence of longer-term analyses of the extent
and nature of drug news in the press. Nevertheless, some pointers towards
the likely nature of illegal drug news reporting can be gleaned from studies
in mainstream criminology.
Crime reporting by newspapers has been found to vary, relative to other
event based news, by geography, type of publication, type of crime and
over time. Examples of these variations include: the finding that large
circulation national newspapers cover more crime stories than smaller
publications, with the ‘Sundays’ printing the most; that violent crime was
more likely to be reported in ‘downmarket’ tabloid newspapers than in
‘quality’ broadsheets where there was relatively more reporting of financial
crime; that violence, sex and drug crimes are relatively over-reported in
comparison to all official records that indicate prevalence, with in contrast
property crime being relatively under-reported; and that the amount of space
devoted to crime news varies sharply over time, although with no clear
temporal patterns being apparent (e.g. see Roshier, 1973; Ditton & Duffy,
1983; Williams & Dickson, 1993).
Research Questions
From the outset it should be stressed that this article is exploratory in nature
and although no theory regarding the nature of newspaper reporting of drug
news (or its impact) is being tested, it was hypothesised that the reporting
of drug news in Scotland would:
•

Vary according to the nature of the drug story (case)

•
•

Vary according to the type of publication (market segmentation)
Vary according to the drug involved (or type of drug use)

•

Vary over time (on a year by year basis)

To test the above hypotheses a large sample of clippings from the Scottish
press collected between 1989 and 2004 (inclusive) were analysed. What was
unknown at this stage was the exact patterning of the above variation and
the direction of any relationships. This article will attempt to address the
question of which drug cases are more newsworthy than others – in short
what makes a good drug news story?
Method
Since November 1st 1988 continuous newspaper sampling has been achieved
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with four Scottish based publications. These are a national Scottish morning
daily tabloid or ‘red top’, the Daily Record, a regional weekday evening
paper (Glasgow’s) Evening Times and a local weekly broadsheet, the Falkirk
Herald (incorporating the Scottish Midland Journal). On Sundays the Daily
Record is printed as the Sunday Mail which was also continuously sampled.
These four publications were chosen because they represented Scotland’s
biggest sellers in their respective markets (national daily, regional evening,
local weekly and ‘Sunday’). Also, the Evening Times is the ‘sister’ paper of
the best selling Scottish daily broadsheet the Herald (known as the Glasgow
Herald at the start of data collection) and as such both of these publications
tend to carry the same stories.
Every issue of each of these four publications (Daily Record, Evening Times,
Falkirk Herald and Sunday Mail) was sampled and all clippings relating
to drug use between January 1st 1989 and December 31st 2004 extracted.
This coverage was complete other than on days when full editions were not
published (various December 25ths, January 1sts and 2nds) and where a
newspaper published more than one edition on a single day. All Scottish drug
cases (individuals) named in any drug-related stories in these newspapers
during the above 16 year study period were entered into a database. To be
comparable with official drug statistics, non-Scottish cases were excluded
from data collection. However, it should be noted that there is a likelihood
of some overlap between Scottish and non-Scottish cases, which can occur
either when the newspapers sampled reported a Scot involved with drugs
outwith Scotland or name a non-Scot involved with drugs within Scotland.
Results
By this method, a total of 9,132 named individuals, allegedly involved in
illegal drug use, were identified. However, there is likely to be an unknown
number of double counts within this total. This can occur when the same
individual commits say two or more different drug offences several years
apart. Although it was possible to screen out double counting on a single
news incident (e.g. where someone is named as being involved in the
same incident in two or more newspapers or where the incident is reported
over several days, months or even years in the same publication – in such
cases only the first printed occurrence was counted as the, single, case)
it was impossible to rule out this possibility completely. Therefore some
individuals with the same name do occur in the database and there is no way
of confirming whether or not they are in fact the same person, even although
such duplicate cases were only included again in the data set in separate
calendar years or when a different address, age or other information indicated
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that they were likely to be a different person. For example, the same named
individual can be and was reported as dying twice (i.e. almost certainly two
different drug users - with one name recurring in three separate fatalities,
in 1993, 1999 and 2001). However, given that the aim of this article is to
look at patterns of press reporting rather than comment on individual cases,
this anomaly is not regarded as a serious limitation. (There was a tendency
for the same family names to appear repeatedly, often with addresses in the
same locality, throughout the sample – perhaps indicating that relatively few
families are responsible for a disproportionate number of drug news stories).
These 9,132 drug cases were then subdivided by the nature of the news story
they were named in.
Story Type
Since the newspaper clippings sampling began (in mid 1985) all drug stories
have been filed into 22 categories: ‘Drugs Advertising / in the Media’, ‘Drug
Agencies / Workers’, ‘Drug Barons / Smugglers’, ‘Drug Busts / Possession
& Supply’, ‘Drug Crime: Addict / Theft’, ‘Drug Crime: Intoxicated /
Violence’, ‘Drug Crime: Pharmaceutical Raids / Prescription Frauds’,
‘Drug Crime: Spiking / Poisoning’, ‘Drugs and the Famous: Aristocracy
/ Politicians’, ‘Drugs and the Famous: Entertainment Celebrities’, ‘Drugs
and Famous: Music / Rock n Roll Stars’, ‘Drugs and the Famous: Sporting
Heroes’, ‘Drugs and Health / Death’, ‘Drugs Intravenous (IV) use / Bloodborne Disease’, ‘Drugs Medical use / Pharmaceutical Industry’, ‘Drugs
Miscellaneous.’, ‘Drugs Policy: International / National’, ‘Drugs Policy:
Local’, ‘Drugs and Prison’, ‘Drugs and Sport / Steroids & Performance
Enhancers’, ‘Drug Trends’ and ‘Drugs Young people / Babies / Schools’.
(Similar news categories were created for alcohol, tobacco and volatile
substances which will be reported elsewhere in due course.)
Despite each of the above news categories producing a large number of
clippings, there was considerable variation in the number of cases (i.e.
drug users or offenders) identified from each (range 9 to 2,492). Before
exploring these data further, news categories yielding data on less than 100
identified (named) drug cases were collapsed to produce two new composite
‘story types’. Specifically, the four news categories concerning famous
persons (which named 54, 42, 29 and 44 individual cases respectively)
were collapsed into a unitary ‘Famous people’ story type, while the news
categories for drugs ‘Advertising’ (9 cases), ‘Miscellaneous’ (n = 47), ‘Sport
/ Steroids’ (27) and ‘Trends’ (19) were combined to create an ‘Others’ story
type. Thus a final 16 story types were created to provide the basis for the
remainder of this analyses in this article. To clarify what each of these entail,
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an example of an actual headline taken from the database for each of these
16 story types is provided for reference purposes in Appendix 1. The number
of cases included in each story type is shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Amount of Cases and Total Drug News Output
Story Type
N of Cases
Total Mass of
Number of
(rank order)
Newsprint in
cases generated
kilos
per kilo of
(rank order)
newsprint
Busts

2,492 (1)

2.872 (8)

867.7

Crime: Addict

1,636 (2)

1.777 (11)

920.7

Barons

1,322 (3)

5.851 (3)

225.9

Health

876 (4)

4.116 (5)

212.8

Crime:
Intoxicated
Prison

865 (5)

3.354 (6)

257.9

350 (6)

1.490 (13)

234.9

Medical use

329 (7)

4.208 (4)

78.2

Crime: Raids

193 (8)

0.560 (16)

344.6

‘Famous people’ 169 (9)

8.237 (2)

20.5

Crime: Spiking

164 (10)

1.357 (14)

120.9

Intravenous use

136 (11)

0.970 (15)

140.2

Agencies

134 (12)

2.695 (9)

49.7

Young people

131 (13)

2.642 (10)

49.6

Policy:
International
Policy: Local

130 (14)

2.893 (7)

44.9

103 (15)

1.659 (12)

62.1

‘Others’

102 (16)

8.936 (1)

11.4

TOTAL

9,132

53.617

170.3
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From Table 1 it can be seen that one story type drug ‘Busts’ (i.e. people
actually caught with drugs) accounted for more than a quarter of the total
number of cases identified and that two others, drug crime ‘Addicts’ (i.e.
persons involved in acquisitive crime to buy drugs) and drug ‘Barons’ (i.e.
alleged organised crime members), accounted for over one sixth and one
seventh of the total respectively. Taken together these three story types
accounted for nearly six in ten of all cases. Thus at least at an individual
level, the reporting of drug news would appear to be a crime rather than
public health issue (most of the ‘Health’ cases were in fact fatalities, the
majority of which received almost no column inches beyond being named on
a list of deaths, see Forsyth 2001b). Furthermore, there would appear to be
a tendency towards the increased likelihood of these newspapers reporting
serious or atypical criminals (assuming that the true ratio of ‘Barons’ to
‘Addicts’ in the Scottish population is greater than 13: 16).
Such disparities could be crudely measured by weighing the total mass of
clippings generated from all drug news items, broken down by story type
and comparing this with the number of individual cases found in each mass.
Using this weighing technique, one tabloid sheet (i.e. two pages single side
or one broadsheet) approximates to nine grams of newsprint or a surface area
of 14 by 23 inches. However, it should be stressed that the measurements
made here are approximate (some staples, Sellotape® and paper clips
have been weighed, some paper - e.g. clippings from ‘glossy’ supplements
- may weigh more than others and some items that could apply to more
than one category or have been printed outwith the selection criteria are
included in these figures), therefore these data on weights measured should
be considered as ordinal rather absolute. Nonetheless, as can be seen in
Table 1, the number of individual of cases found in each of the story types
varied considerably when compared against the total mass of newsprint that
comprised each, thus making such potential errors and limitations unlikely
to influence the patterning of results. For example, the story type which
generated the most cases, drug ‘Busts’, was only ranked 8th (of 16) in terms
of the mass clippings collected, while the story type with 2nd most cases,
‘Addict’ crime, was ranked 11th.
There are two reasons why the number of cases yielded by each story type
might not be dependent upon the mass of clippings comprising each. Firstly,
the relatively low number of cases identified from some story types shown
in Table 1 can be attributed to the nature of the story itself. For example,
news in the ‘Others’ story type (e.g. the ‘Advertising’ or ‘Trends’ categories)
are unlikely to require an individual drug user to be named in support of the
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report (which produce headlines such as “Police Want Help to Fight Heroin
Scourge”, Falkirk Herald, 22/02/97 or “Killer ‘Dust’ is New Party Drug:
PCP sold to Scots”, Daily Record, 13/08/04). Similarly, the ‘Famous people’
story type had particularly few cases relative to its mass because the biggest
stories tended to be about the most famous, who were usually non-Scots
(e.g. Hollywood stars, yielding headlines such as “Drugs Tarnish of Tinsel
Town”, Sunday Mail, 18/08/96 or “Cocaine: How Hollywood is fighting
back” Daily Record, 01/02/90).
Secondly, some individual cases may be represented by a greater mass of
newsprint than others (i.e. they are literally bigger stories, often reported
in greater detail, in several publications and over time). For example, a
few high profile deaths accounted for the bulk of the mass of the ‘Health’
clippings (see Forsyth 2001b for discussion). This also tended to be a feature
of the ‘Famous people’ story type with, for example, one heroin-using pop
star generating a quarter of a kilo of newsprint by the above method. It was
noteworthy that this composite story type for ‘Famous people’ produced a
greater mass of newsprint than any other specific drug news category (only
exceeded by the composite ‘Others’ category, see Table 1). Such stories
have recently been accused of sending ‘mixed messages’ about drugs by the
media associating drug use with glamorous or notorious celebrity lifestyles
(Maxwell, 2005). Similarly a relatively small number of ‘cause celebs’ was
responsible for the creation of the ‘heaviest’ (non-composite story type)
category of news, drug ‘Barons’ (over 10% of the total 53.617 kilos), with
the three most prominent such cases each generating over half a kilo of
newsprint.
Despite the above possibilities, the differences in the number of cases
generated, relative to newsprint mass, between some other story types are
more difficult to explain. Why, for example, why should there be a high
number of cases produced from ‘Addict’ crime (i.e. theft) stories relative
to ‘Intoxicated’ crime (i.e. violence)? Surely both involve the reporting of
crimes and drug use being introduced as mitigation or explanation. This
indicates that more is printed about single incidence of ‘Intoxication’ news
than ‘Addict’ news (i.e. a violent story is more newsworthy than one about
economic crime). Thus there seems to be a tendency emerging at this stage
for these newspapers to be focusing on atypical cases or serious drug crime
(otherwise why should there be more than three times as much newsprint
dedicated to drug ‘Barons’ as opposed to ‘Addicts’). When these 16 story
types were broken down across the four newspapers sampled, some pointers
as to why the above patterning may have come about were revealed.
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Publication Type
As might be expected the number of individuals identified by each of the
four publications sampled varied greatly. The largest number of drug users
was named by the regional weekday Evening Times (n = 3,671), followed by
the national tabloid Daily Record (n = 3,587), then the weekly local Falkirk
Herald (n = 1,282) and finally the Sunday Mail (n = 598). Taking into
account the number days that each newspaper was published and sampled,
the rates of an individual drug user being named in each publication were
0.9 cases per edition of the Evening Times, 0.7 in the Daily Record, 1.6 in
Falkirk Herald and 0.7 in the Sunday Mail. From this it would appear that
newspapers serving more localised readerships would appear to be more
likely to name an individual drug user or offender in any given edition
(although over the course of the week the national and regional publications
generated more cases in total). Comparisons between newspaper and story
type are shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Drug Story Type and Newspaper

Agencies
Barons
Busts
Crime: Addict
Crime: Intoxicated
Crime: Raids
Crime: Spiking
Famous people
Health
Intravenous use
Medical use
Policy: International
Policy: Local
Prison
Young people
Others
TOTAL

Daily
Record
49
729 +
930
142 *
373
81
116 +
100 +
340
63
204 +
82 +
37
188 +
101 +
51
3586

Evening
Times
58
348 *
1016
1023 +
332
64
29 *
21 *
459 +
60
75 *
19 *
41
87 *
17 *
19 *
3668

Falkirk
Herald
4*
15 *
493 +
464 +
139
40
10
1*
27 *
9
15
3*
5
47
7
1*
1280

Sunday
Mail
23 +
230 +
53 *
7*
21 *
8
9
47 +
50
4
35 +
26 +
20 +
28
6
31 +
598

Notes: Story type reported less than in other publications, * p < 0.001.
Story type reported more than in other publications, + p < 0.001.
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Table 2 details the number of cases in each story type printed by each
publication and indicates significant differences between publications
across each story type (by chi-square). However, caution is required in
interpreting this table owing to the large number of tests being run here and
also because (owing to the exploratory nature of this article) there was no
alternative hypothesis to the null in these analyses. To avoid Type I error (i.e.
finding an effect when none existed) and to eliminate the possibility of false
rejection of the null hypothesis (i.e. accepting a chance difference between
a newspaper and the other three), these differences will be described using a
critical significance level set at p = 0.001 (This note of caution also applies
to Tables 4 and 5).
Taking the national daily first (the Daily Record), the most commonly
reported story type was, as might be expected drug ‘Busts’ (25%), however
the second most commonly reported story type overall, drug ‘Addict’, was
much less likely to be reported in this newspaper (4.0%, compared with
27.3% overall). On the other hand, cases of ‘Spiking’, ‘Famous people’,
‘Medical use’ (mainly harmful), ‘International Policy’ (mainly Scots who
fell foul of foreign laws), ‘Prison’, ‘Young people’ and in particular drug
‘Barons’ (20.3% of stories) were all more likely to be reported in this
newspaper.
Comparing the Daily Record with its ‘stable-mate’, the Sunday Mail,
reveals an interesting pattern of both similarities and differences. Both
publications were less likely to report drug ‘Addict’ cases (only 1.2% of the
‘Sunday’ cases) than the other newspapers, and both were also more likely
to report stories concerning drug ‘Barons’ (the top story type in the Sunday
Mail with 38.5% of cases), drug using ‘Famous people’, ‘Medical use’
and ‘International Policy’ cases. However, the Sunday Mail was also more
likely to report ‘Local Policy’ cases (such as people who lost their home
or job through drug use) as well as more cases involving drug ‘Agencies’
(mainly ex-user ‘success stories’) and the composite of ‘Others’ story types
described above. The ‘Sunday’ newspaper was less likely to report drug
‘Busts’. Indeed, such cases were little more reported than were ‘Famous
people’, 53 and 47 individuals respectively (with the ‘Famous people’
usually taking up much more column inches and the ‘Sunday’ ‘Busts’
tending to be of novelty value - e.g. those concerning outwardly respectable
individuals such as police, GPs or teachers). As with ‘Busts’ and ‘Addict’
crime, the Sunday Mail was also less likely to report cases of ‘Intoxicated’
which may, at least in part, reflect the lack of court sittings at weekends.
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In contrast, the Evening Times and in particular the Falkirk Herald appear
to print more stories from court proceedings, either as drug crime (i.e.
‘Busts’) or as reports of other crimes where drugs are used in mitigation,
particularly acquisitive crime to buy drugs (i.e. ‘Addict’ cases) than the other
publications. Violent crime would appear to be the exception to this rule
(there even appeared to be a tendency for the Daily Record to be more likely
to print such stories). Drug ‘Addict’ (27.9%) crime was the top story type
in the Evening Times and drug ‘Busts’ (38.5%) was the top story type in the
Falkirk Herald, though both of these both types were reported to a similar
extent by these two publications (corresponding figures being 27.7% and
36.3% respectively).
As well as more ‘Addict’ crime stories, the Evening Times also reported
statistically significantly more stories concerning ‘Health’ (mainly deaths).
Indeed by this definition a majority (52.4%) of all reported cases of ill health
from illicit drug use in the sample were printed by this regional publication.
On the other hand, this newspaper reported less stories concerning drug
‘Barons’, ‘Spiking’, ‘Famous people’, ‘Medical use’, ‘International
Policy’, ‘Prison’, ‘Young people’ and cases in the ‘Others’ drug story type.
The pattern of story types printed in the Falkirk Herald was similar to that
of the Evening Times, with more cases concerning ‘Addict’ crime and less
concerning drug ‘Barons’, ‘Famous people’, ‘International Policy’ or cases
in the ‘Others’ story type. However, in contrast to the Evening Times, this
newspaper reported less ‘Health’ stories. The Falkirk Herald also tended
to report significantly more cases concerning drug ‘Busts’, but fewer
concerning drug ‘Agencies’.
Some of the above differences may be down to a relative lack of available
news in the arguably more sensational story types available at local level.
In this scenario, local newspapers, in this case the Falkirk Herald may be
relatively more reliant on the courts for drug news owing to the absence
of drug agencies or ‘Famous people’ residing within their circulation
area in comparison to regional or national publications. For example,
the low number of ‘Health’ cases reported by the Falkirk Herald may be
because there are so few drug deaths occurring locally. This possibility is
supported by figures published by the Information & Statistics Division
Scotland (ISDScotland, 2005) between the years 1996 and 2003 (inclusive)
indicating that there were only 29 drug deaths recorded in Falkirk District
(which corresponds to the Falkirk Herald’s circulation area) compared with
1,083 in Greater Glasgow (the core of the region covered by the Evening
Times). Nevertheless, the fact remains that the wider circulation newspapers
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(e.g. the Sunday Mail) do appear to be printing more sensational or serious
drug stories, regardless of their ability to do so. It was also felt that these
differences in the types of stories printed and their likely sources (e.g. details
from local court proceedings or investigative exposes) would be reflected in
the types of drugs most often reported by each newspaper.
Type of Drug
The data obtained concerning the types of drugs reported in the sample
of press clippings differed from those obtained concerning publication
or story type in that each case (i.e. user or offender) could potentially be
involved with more than one drug (i.e. ‘poly drug use’, the total for the
number of individual drugs mentioned in the sample exceeds the number
of cases, 9,132). When these data were examined a broad range of different
drugs or types of drug (use) were mentioned. These comprised: cannabis
(mentioned in 2,091 cases), cocaine (n = 597), crack (43), amphetamine
(752), ecstasy/MDMA (766), other phenethylamine (8), magic mushrooms
(11), LSD (198), opium (13), heroin (2,369), morphine (75), codeine
(22), dihydrocodeine/DF118® (45), dipipanone/Diconal® (3), methadone
(232), dextropropoxyphene/Distalgesic® (17), buprenorphine/Temgesic®
(64), other opioid (10), temazepam/jellies (415), triazolam/upjohns (11),
diazepam/Valium® (250), other benzodiazepine (19), barbiturates (5),
steroids (29), other specified illegal drug (5), khat (7), ketamine (1), nitrites
(4), anaesthetics (39), anorectics (12), anti-depressants (99), sedative
hypnotics (6), aspirin (11), paracetamol (32), other specified legal drugs
(145), unspecified “medication” (84), unspecified analgesics/“painkillers”
(80), unspecified “sleeping” formulations (30), unspecified “tranquillisers”
(33), unspecified “stimulants”/uppers (12), unknown substances (43),
described only as “pills”/“tablets” (131), needles/syringes (373), drug
containers/formulations (10), prescriptions (54) and cases attributed only to
“drug” (use) or “drugs” (2,789).
The above list of relative drug representation is interesting in that it can
be seen as a measure of drug prevalence in Scottish newsprint rather than
in Scotland’s population. As might be expected, this pattern does not
accurately reflect either known levels of drug problems or estimated usage
in Scotland.
The discrepancies between press reporting and reality can be illustrated in
many ways. Taking drug mortality as a first example of this, although it is
true that heroin is both the drug most often mentioned in the press clippings
sample and in the official mortality statistics, other arguably less glamorous/
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notorious (or easy to spell drugs), mainly pharmaceuticals, are relatively
speaking under-represented. During the 1990s diazepam was mentioned
more often than any other drug in the Registrar General for Scotland
toxicology mortality statistics, detected in 481 fatalities, as categorised
by the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) codes E850 to E858
(accidental), E980 (undetermined) and 304 (dependence) (see Forsyth,
2001b). As such, one might have expected more diazepam (Valium®) cases
to have appeared in the Scottish press than is indicated in this sample (2.7%
of cases). Also during the 1990s, there were relatively large numbers (i.e.
over 100) similarly ICD coded deaths involving the opioids methadone (n
= 460), dihydrocodeine (n = 161) and dextropropxyphene (105 fatalities
- though post 2000 this Class C drug is no longer included in the official
mortality statistics, nor are licit drugs, such as paracetamol which was
involved in 265 deaths within these ICD codes alone during the 1990s,
with many more classified as suicides). Thus it would appear that some
of the drugs responsible for large proportions of Scottish drug deaths are
underreported in the newspapers.
In contrast, the corresponding numbers of fatalities involving some of the
drugs most often reported in the newspapers were much lower, including
amphetamine (detected in only 36 fatalities), cannabis (n = 34), cocaine (30)
and ecstasy (28 - a composite figure of MDMA, other phenethylamines and
deaths attributed to “ecstasy” without a generic substance being named).
Also these deaths tended to involve the concurrent use of opiates (e.g. heroin
or methadone) and/or benzodiazepines (e.g. diazepam or temazepam)
although this was unlikely to be reported in press reports of such deaths
(see Forsyth 2001b for detailed descriptions of these).
In short then, apart from the prominence of heroin, the pattern of drug
deaths bears little resemblance to the pattern of reporting of drug cases in
the Scottish press. Apart from heroin (342 fatalities in the 1990s according to
the above classification, plus 431 involving morphine – i.e. possibly heroin
deaths) the other exception to this rule would appear to be temazepam (369
deaths) perhaps because it had the journalist-friendly nickname of ‘jellies’
(see Forsyth, 2001b). According to the academic literature, temazepam use
peaked in Scotland during the late 1980s early 1990s when it was used
in a drug cocktail with the opioid buprenorphine (as Temgesic®). Indeed
for several years buprenorphine rivalled heroin as the main ‘problem’ of
Scotland’s drug agency clients (the ‘drugachoice’ of the late 1980s to early
1990s). In particular, given the regional focus of the publication yielding
the most cases in this research, in Glasgow Temgesic® effectively replaced
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heroin during this time period (e.g. Forsyth et al 1993; Grey et al, 1989;
Lavelle et al, 1991; Sakol 1989; Stewart, 1991) to the extent that the Central
Belt of Scotland became known amongst drug workers as “Tems valley”.
It is therefore quite striking that so few cases of buprenorphine/Temgesic®
were reported in the press clippings sample, given that it includes this era
(mentioned in only 0.7% of cases).
In more recent years it has become acknowledged that the majority of
problematic drug users in Scotland are still seeking help for their use of
opioids and benzodiazepines, however since the late 1990s the main ‘drugs
of choice’ concerned have been heroin and/or diazepam (see Hay et al, 2005)
as opposed to buprenorphine and/or temazepam. Nevertheless, problematic
poly-drug use including both illicit substances and pharmaceuticals has
remained the norm and there can be little doubt from these data that those
drugs originating from the former manufacturing source (e.g. heroin)
receive disproportionately more press attention than those from the latter
(e.g. diazepam).
This discrepancy, in the likelihood of the newspapers reporting harm caused
by either illicit or pharmaceutical drugs, is illustrated by comparing the
press clippings data with recent figures measuring the number of new drug
agency clients in Scotland, for the year ending 31st March 2004, collated
by the Scottish Drug Misuse Database (SDMD) (http://www.drugmisuse
.isdscotland.org/sdmd/sdmd.htm). These SDMD figures identify 10,994
individuals seeking help for drug misuse and are broken down by specific
drug alongside the press sample cases in Table 3. Fifteen specific drug types
were common to both data sets (as in some categories the SDMD statistics
do not specify generic drugs, e.g. a grouping called “hallucinogens”, n =
30, that presumably could include both LSD and magic mushrooms). The
SDMD figures also help to illustrate the current pattern of problematic polydrug use in Scotland (as the totals for heroin plus cannabis or heroin plus
diazepam by themselves each exceed the overall number of users, 10,994).
Table 3, reveals that some drugs tend to be more frequently reported in the
press sample in comparison to others which are more frequently recorded
in the official statistics, for example dihydrocodeine, the 12th most reported
in the press sample, but the 4th most recorded by the SDMD data (of the
15 drugs common to both data sources) would appear to be particularly
under-reported by the newspapers in comparison to say ecstasy (ranked
3rd and 9th respectively). This comparison would appear to confirm that
problematic pharmaceutically manufactured Controlled Drugs are relatively
under-reported by the Scottish press.
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Table 3: Numbers of drugs cases reported in the Scottish press
compared with known users in the Scottish Drug Misuse Database
Drugs
reported
in Press
Cases
(rank order
of 18
drugs)

Heroin

2,369 (1)

Drugs
recorded
in Scottish
Drug Misuse
Database,
SDMD
2004 from
individual
new patients /
clients
(rank order of
15)
7,813 (1)

Cannabis

2,091 (2)

3,924 (2)

748 (1)

Ecstasy / MDMA

766 (3)

426 (9)

228 (3)

Amphetamine

752 (4)

547 (7)

349 (2)

Cocaine

597 (5)

917 (6)

196 (4)

Temazepam / jellies

415 (6)

506 (8)

120 (8)

Valium® /diazepam

250 (7)

3,563 (3)

158 (7)

Methadone

232 (8)

1,026 (5)

70 (11)

LSD

198 (9)

-

196 (4)

Morphine

75 (10)

99 (12)

-

Buprenorphine

64 (11)

16 (14)

-

Other Opioids

62 (12)

80 (13)

-

Dihydrocodeine

Drugs ever used
estimate from
respondents to
Scottish Crime
Survey, SCS
2003
(rank order
of 12)

76 (10)

45 (13)

1,242 (4)

-

Crack Cocaine
43 (14)
Other Benzodiazepines 30 (15)

382 (10)

89 (9)

259 (11)

-

Steroids

29 (16)

-

57 (12)

Magic Mushrooms

11 (17)

-

196 (4)

Dipipanone

3 (18)

10 (15)

-

TOTAL

9,138

10,994

3,168

Notes: Data columns do not sum to 100% of totals because of poly-drug
use
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A different picture again can be painted by comparing the newspaper data
with surveys that investigate drug use in the general population, as opposed
collations of problematic agency figures. There are two types of drug
surveys regularly conducted in Scotland. The first of these is school surveys,
for example the 2002 Scottish Schools Adolescent Lifestyle and Substance
Use Survey (SALSUS). Responses to this survey’s drug questions revealed a
pattern dominated by cannabis use. Amongst 13 year olds, 10% admitted to
cannabis use in the past year, with no other specific illegal drug’s use having
a prevalence level greater than 1%. Amongst 15 year olds the corresponding
figures were 31% and 4% respectively, with past month figures of 21% and
2% (Currie et al, 2003). This information is however difficult to relate to the
press sample as under-16s appearing in court cannot be named in the media
‘for legal reasons’ (many of the 131 cases in the ‘Young People’ story type
were adults, e.g. parents).
The second type of survey, household surveys, such as the Scottish Crime
Survey (SCS), is perhaps the better for purposes of this article. The pattern
of responses in the 2003 SCS (McVie et al, 2004) was more similar to that
found in schools surveys than that obtained from agencies or problem drug
user samples, as in this survey, of 3,168 adults, 16 to 59 year-olds (i.e.
continuing from the point where school surveys end), cannabis was the
drug that more respondents admitted to using than any other. This was true
for lifetime use (23.6%), use in the last year (7.9%) and in the past month
(4.7%). Corresponding figures for other drugs were much lower, including
in rank order by highest lifetime use amphetamine (11.0% ever used, 1.4%
in last year and 0.3% in last month), ecstasy (7.2%, 1.7% and 0.8%), cocaine
(6.2%, 1.4% and 0.4%), LSD (6.2%, 0.1% and 0.1%), magic mushrooms
(6.2%, 0.3% and 0.0%), nitrites (5.7%, 0.8% and 0.2%), Valium® (5.0%,
0.7% and 0.4%), temazepam (3.8%, 0.3% and 0.2%), crack (2.8%, 0.2%
and 0.1%), heroin (2.4%, 0.3% and 0.2%), “pills” (2.3%, 0.1% and 0.1%),
methadone (2.2%, 0.2% and >0.1%) and steroids (1.8%, 01% and 0.1%
respectively). These figures would imply that in the general population, in
comparison to other illegal drugs, not only is cannabis the most often tried
drug but that it is also the most frequently used (at least in terms of admitted
recency of use).
The numbers of individuals admitting to using each illegal drug in the
Scottish Crime Survey (2003) were entered into Table 3 and ranked against
corresponding drugs in the press sample, also allowing comparisons to be
made with the SDMD. There were only 12 categories of drug common
to both the SCS 2003 and the press clippings sample. Unfortunately
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the SCS 2003 did not enquire about several of the pharmaceutical drugs
recorded by the Scottish Drug Misuse Database (morphine, buprenorphine,
dihydrocodeine, other opioids and other benzodiazepines), though it did
distinguish between LSD and magic mushrooms (i.e. only 9 types of
drugs are common to both the SCS and SDMD). Despite this limitation,
a quite different pattern to the figures released by the SDMD (2003-2004)
is revealed. Most interestingly, heroin, the drug most often recorded by
the SDMD and most often reported in the press sample is only 10th of 12
categories of drug from the SCS. In contrast magic mushrooms are ranked
joint 4th in the SCS data, yet were 12th by the press (i.e. the least reported
of those common to both data sets). This would seem to imply a tendency
for press stories to focus upon more problematic drugs rather on drugs in
common usage or in terms of number of people with first-hand experience
of the drug (both heroin and magic mushrooms are legally classified as Class
A Controlled Drugs, predominantly of illicit origin).
What both the school and adult general population surveys have in common
is a picture dominated by cannabis, particularly in terms of more regular use,
but with a relatively high incidence of reported lifetime use of amphetamine,
ecstasy, cocaine, LSD, and magic mushrooms - that is drugs often labelled
as ‘recreational’, as opposed to admitted levels of diazepam (Valium®),
temazepam, heroin, crack or methadone use – drugs often labelled as
‘problematic’ (e.g. see Parker et al, 1998). In some respects, with the notable
exception or heroin this pattern is reflected in these drugs’ distribution
across the press clippings sample, although despite their relative popularity
in the general population magic mushrooms were largely absent from the
newspapers (0.1% of the clippings sample with on average less than one case
of use being reported per year).
A final official data source compared to the press clippings sample was
levels seizures of illegal drugs (of which cases in the drug ‘Busts’ story type
should be a sub-set). The pattern of drugs recorded in police seizure statistics
was similar to that found in both types of survey, in that cannabis dominated
the figures. For example according to the Scottish Drug Misuse Database
in 1999 there were 12,684 seizures of cannabis resin (plus 497 of cannabis
herbal and 109 cannabis plants), more than twice the total of all other drug
seizures combined (which presumably included many seizures of cannabis
plus other drugs). However, in contrast to the survey research, these police
statistics include a much greater relative representation of heroin (2,513
seizures in 1999), perhaps reflecting policy. There were lower numbers
of seizures of “amphetamines” (1,607 seizures), “ecstasy-type” (n = 748),
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cocaine (327), temazepam (277), “other benzodiazepines” (663, presumably
including diazepam), methadone (113), LSD (54), crack cocaine (34), “other
Class A” (77) and “other Class B” drugs (246 seizures).
Although there has been a five fold increase in the overall number of seizures
since the mid-1980s, this pattern has remained consistent, with cannabis
always comprising the bulk of these. The exceptions to this long-term
consistency, were a dip in heroin seizures during the late 1980s early 1990s
(i.e. during the ‘Tems valley’ era, e.g. there was only 114 seizures of heroin in
1990, compared with 171 of LSD in that year), a fall in temazepam seizures
during the late 1990s with an accompanying rise in those concerning “other
benzodiazepines” at that time (presumably reflecting the rise in problematic
diazepam use, see above) and the advent of ecstasy and crack from a base of
zero seizures as recently as the late 1980s.
In short, the types of drugs reported in Scottish newspaper stories bear both
some similarities and some differences to those recorded in various official
statistics. Heroin appears to be both the drug most frequently mentioned in
newspaper stories and recorded in drug problem data (also corresponding to
heroin/morphine mortality statistics). Meanwhile, the second most frequently
reported drug in the newspapers, cannabis, is consistently the most prevalent
in drug surveys (and the second most recorded amongst those seeking help
from agencies). However, there does appear to be a striking under-reporting
of some ‘problematic drugs’, especially pharmaceutical drugs, such as
diazepam or dihydrocodeine, with a corresponding relative over-reporting
of some ‘recreational drugs’ such as ecstasy. It was anticipated that this
discrepancy might be related differences in the type of publication that
printed stories concerning each type of drug use or to the nature of the story
type that involved each of these drugs.
Type of drug, publication and story type compared
Before analysing the nature of the reporting of these different drugs by the
Scottish press, all the drug categories with less than one hundred cases in
the sample were reclassified into four new composite ‘drug types’. These
were: ‘Cocaine & crack’ (621 cases – this figure is less than the total for
these two substances combined as some individuals were offenders/users of
both); ‘Other Illegal Drugs’ (n = 330, comprising: buprenorphine, codeine,
dextropropoxyphene, dihydrocodeine, dipipanone, morphine, opium, other
opioids, triazolam, other benzodiazepines, magic mushrooms, barbiturates,
hypnotics, steroids, other phenethylamines and other specific illegal drugs);
‘Legal Drugs’ (n = 342, comprising: anaesthetics, anorectics, antidepressants,
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aspirin, ketamine, khat, nitrites, paracetamol and other specific legal drugs);
and ‘General Drug Type’ (n = 454, comprising: unspecified analgesics/
painkillers, unspecified medication, unspecified sleeping formulations,
unspecified tranquillisers, unspecified stimulants/uppers, drug containers/
formulations, prescriptions, unknown substances and those only described
as “pills”/“tablets”). How these four composite drug types and the ten
remaining individual drug categories break down across the four types of
newspaper sampled in this research is shown by Table 4.
Table 4: Drug Type and Newspaper
Daily
Record

Evening
Times

Falkirk
Herald

Sunday
Mail

Amphetamine

357 +

263

106

26 *

Cannabis

1010

601 *

383 +

97 *

‘Cocaine & crack’

314 +

185 *

39 *

83 +

Ecstasy / MDMA

404 +

254 *

60 *
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Heroin

883

918

380 +

188 +

LSD

123 +

58

12 *

5

Methadone

72

100

39

21

Temazepam / jellies

138

232 +

26 *

19

Valium® /diazepam

110

91

36

13

‘Other Illegal Drugs’

155

105

33

37 +

Needles / Syringes

152

164

29 *

28

‘Legal Drugs’

204 +

74

20 *

44

‘General Drug Type’

200

163

61

30

“Drug/Drugs”

777 *

1497 +

363

152

TOTAL

3587

3671

1282

598

Notes: Drug type reported less than in other publications, * p < 0.001.
Drug type reported more than in other publications, + p < 0.001.
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As might be expected, Table 4 indicates a great deal of variance in the
types of drugs that are likely to be mentioned more frequently in each of
four publications sampled. Taking the national daily first, the Daily Record,
this newspaper appears to be more likely to report stories concerning
amphetamine, ‘Cocaine & crack’ (i.e. mainly cocaine), ecstasy and LSD
(all four carrying the recreational drug label, defined above) as well as more
stories concerning the composite ‘Legal Drugs’ category (in part reflecting
the much larger number of stories concerning ‘Medical use’ carried by this
publication, see Table 2). The Daily Record was also much less likely to
use the catchall term “drug” (i.e. this newspaper tended to specify a generic
substance or substances).
By way of contrast, the regional Evening Times was much more likely to
use the term “drug”, without specifying what generic drugs the case actually
involved. Moreover, temazepam was the only drug that this publication was
more likely to specifically mention in comparison to the other newspapers
sampled. This may be down to a campaign against “jellies” that was waged
by this newspaper during the 1990s, producing front page headlines such
as - “Return of the Killer Jellies” (Evening Times, 07/10/96), “Killer Jellies
Back on the Streets” (Evening Times, 20/10/97) and “Deadly Jellies are
Back” (Evening Times, 22/01/99). In 1998, another drug (the antihistamine,
diphenhydramine/Sleepia®) was even dubbed the ‘new’ jellies, providing
another front page headline “Curse of the New Killer Jellies” (Evening
Times, 01/10/98). In contrast cannabis, ‘Cocaine & crack’ and ecstasy were
much less likely to be mentioned in drug cases printed by the Evening Times
in comparison to the other newspapers.
Unlike the Evening Times, the local newspaper, the Falkirk Herald, was less
likely to report cases involving temazepam and also less likely to mention
cases involving ‘Cocaine & crack’, ecstasy and LSD (i.e. three ‘recreational
drugs’ more likely to be mentioned by the national tabloid, the Daily Record),
as well as less cases involving the composite ‘Legal Drugs’ category (which
were also a prominent feature of the national tabloid sampled). Interestingly,
despite reporting fewer cases involving needles/syringes, the Falkirk Herald
reported more cases involving heroin, and also more cases of cannabis
(i.e. the 2 drugs representing both extremes of prevalence in the problem
agency records versus general population survey inconsistency, see Table
3). However, in some respects the pattern in the Falkirk Herald would seem
to mirror the police seizure data (see above), perhaps reflecting this local
publication’s reliance on court proceedings (especially drug ‘Busts’, see
Table 2) in comparison to the other types of newspapers sampled.
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The types of drug frequently reported by the Sunday Mail are particularly
interesting in that they deviate greatly from those mentioned in this
newspaper’s ‘sister’ publication, the Daily Record (especially given their
relatively minor differences in terms of the story types which they both
featured, see Table 2). The Sunday Mail was less likely to report stories
concerning amphetamine and cannabis, but more likely to report cases of
‘Cocaine & crack’, heroin and those in the ‘Other Illegal Drugs’ composite
category.
When type of drug was compared with story type, as might be expected,
certain substances were strongly related to certain themes, for example,
as indicated in Table 5, few stories concerning ‘Medical use’ involved any
illicitly produced drugs.
Table 5: Story Type and Drug

Agencies
Barons
Busts
Crime: Addict
Crime: Intox.
Crime: Raids
Crime: Spiking
‘Famous people’
Health
Intravenous use
Medical use
Policy: Internat.
Policy: Local
Prison
Young people
‘Others’
TOTAL

Amphetamine Cannabis

‘Cocaine
& crack’

Ecstasy /
MDMA

Heroin

12
94
491 +
8*
21 *
3*
8
17
65
1*
2*
6
4
11 *
5
4
752

3
261 +
209 +
12 *
32 *
4*
1*
47 +
16 *
0
3*
20 +
3
6*
0
4
621

6
120
451 +
7*
22 *
3
7
25
89
0*
0*
7
8
3*
9
9
766

62 +
442 +
724 +
442
167 *
23 *
3*
23 *
212
54 +
10 *
20
19
118 +
36
13
2369

22
354 +
1125 +
30 *
126 *
10 *
17 *
65 +
51 *
4*
0*
67 +
26
123 +
47 +
3
2091

Notes: Story type reported less than with other drugs, * p < 0.001.
Story type reported more than with other drugs, + p < 0.001.
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Table 5: Story Type and Drug (continued)
LSD

Methadone

Temazepam
/jellies

Valium®
/diazepam

‘Other
Illegal’

Agencies

3

16 +

8

2

8

Barons

1*

3*

23 *

23

16 *

Busts

125 +

23 *

125

54

70

Crime: Addict

1*

45

44 *

25 *

10 *

Crime: Intox.

23

25

51 $

45 +

12 *

Crime: Raids

0

14 +

51 +

25 +

59 +

Crime: Spiking

23 +

2

15

2

16 +

‘Famous people’ 5

5

1

7

11

Health

7

66 +

55

21

30

Intravenous use

0

1

2

0

3

Medical use

0

0

4

14

39 +

Policy: Internat.

1

1

0

0

7

Policy: Local

0

10 +

4

2

3

Prison

1

5

20

27 +

24 +

Young people

4

13 +

4

3

6

‘Others’

4

3

8

0

16 +

TOTAL

198

235

415

250

330

Notes: Story type reported less than with other drugs, * p < 0.001.
Story type reported more than with other drugs, + p < 0.001.
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Table 5: Story Type and Drug (continued)
‘Legal
Drugs’

‘General
Drug
Type’

Needles /
Syringes

“Drug/
Drugs”

ALL

Agencies

3

7

13

44

134

Barons

13 *

19 *

9*

349 *

1322

Busts

14 *

34 *

14 *

146 *

2492

Crime: Addict

4*

49 *

8*

1058 +

1636

Crime: Intox.

14 *

58

22

388 +

865

Crime: Raids

20 +

47 +

6

32 *

193

Crime: Spiking

32 +

45 +

12

21 *

164

‘Famous people’

14

20 +

4

22 *

169

Health

8*

28

103 +

492 +

876

Intravenous use

6

6

121 +

47

136

Medical use

169 +

98 +

33 +

29 *

329

Policy: Internat

0

0

1

15 *

130

Policy: Local

0

1

7

48 +

103

Prison

8

24

11

76 *

350

Young people

6

11

2

11 *

131

‘Others’

31 +

7

7

8*

102

TOTAL

342

454

373

2789

9138

Notes: Story type reported less than with other drugs, * p < 0.001.
Story type reported more than with other drugs, + p < 0.001.
Table 5 reveals some interesting patterns in the relationships between type of
drug and story type. Firstly, the majority of amphetamine and ecstasy cases
were drug ‘Busts’ (65.2% and 58.9% respectively), with significantly fewer
stories involving these two drugs being related to crime (other than ‘Spiking’)
and ‘Intravenous use’. Although, like other ‘recreational drugs’, the majority
of LSD cases were ‘Busts’ (63.1%), interestingly a disproportionately large
number of these stories involved ‘Spiking’. Few LSD cases involved drug
‘Barons’ or ‘Addict’ crime (only one case each).
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A (small) majority of cannabis cases also concerned drug ‘Busts’
(53.8%). Significantly more cannabis cases concerned drug ‘Barons’,
‘Famous people’, ‘International Policy’, ‘Prison’ and ‘Young people’,
with correspondingly less cases involving all four types of crime story
(‘Addict’, ‘Intoxicated’, ‘Raids’ and ‘Spiking’), ‘Health’ and ‘Intravenous
use’. Interestingly the pattern of ‘Cocaine & crack’ stories is very similar
to that for cannabis, except that ‘Cocaine & crack’ cases were less likely to
concern ‘Prison’ or ‘Young people’. The most often reported cocaine story
type involved drug ‘Barons’ (42.0%). Heroin stories were more likely to
involve ‘Agencies’, ‘Barons’, ‘Busts’ (the top heroin story type with 30.6%
of cases), ‘Health’, ‘Intravenous use’ and ‘Prison’, but were less likely to
involve ‘Famous people’ and crime stories other than those concerning
‘Addict’ related theft..
In contrast to the above illicitly produced drugs, stories involving methadone
were less likely to concern ‘Busts’ (only 9.8% of cases). Methadone stories
were also less likely to concern drug ‘Barons’, but were more likely to
concern ‘Agencies’, ‘Raids’ (including prescription frauds to obtain this
drug), ‘Health’, ‘Local Policy’ and ‘Young people’. As with methadone,
temazepam cases were also more likely to involve ‘Raids’ and less likely to
involve drug ‘Barons’, which was also true with regard to ‘Addict’ crime.
The other benzodiazepine drug frequently reported in the press sample,
diazepam, was also less likely to be mentioned in stories concerning
‘Addict’ crime, but interestingly this drug was significantly more likely be
mentioned in stories concerning ‘Intoxicated’ (i.e. violent) crime and also
‘Prison’ stories. Like the other pharmaceutical drugs (e.g. methadone and
temazepam) diazepam stories were more likely to involve ‘Raids’. This was
also true for each of the composite or non-specific legal and illegal drug
categories (‘Other Illegal Drugs’, ‘Legal Drugs’ and ‘General Drug Type’).
As might be expected stories concerning needles or syringes were more
likely to involve ‘Intravenous use’ and also ‘Medical use’ or ‘Health’ issues.
Needles were less likely to be reported in stories concerning drug ‘Barons’,
‘Busts’ and ‘Addict’ crime. Finally, the catchall term “drug” was more likely
to be a feature of stories concerning ‘Addict’ crime, ‘Intoxicated’ crime,
‘Local Policy’ and ‘Health’ (this term was used in a majority, 56.2%, of all
‘Health’ cases - although other ‘Health’ stories involved numerous drugs
being mentioned in a single case). The term “drug” was less likely to feature
in stories concerning drug ‘Barons’, ‘Busts’, ‘Raids’, ‘Spiking’, ‘Famous
people’, ‘Medical use’, ‘International Policy’, ‘Prison’, ‘Young people’ and
the ‘Others’ story type.
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Form the above analyses it would appear that some drugs are more likely
to be mentioned in certain types of news story than others and that the
prevalence of these stories varied between newspapers. At this stage
the patterning of drug news found seemed to reflect differing levels of
newsworthiness, between publications, drugs or story types and it was
anticipated that the newsworthiness attached to each of these variables was
likely to vary over time.
Time Trends
The final dimension explored in this study was time. In the first calendar
year of data collection, 1989, a total of 188 individual cases were identified
from the press clippings database. This was the fewest cases generated in
any year sampled. In subsequent years (from 1990 to 2004) the respective
numbers of cases were, 321, 364, 467, 475, 515, 642, 585, 600, 762, 724,
796, 842, 730, 588 and 539. Thus the overall trend was for more cases to
be reported in successive years throughout the 1990s (the exceptions being
small peaks in 1995 and 1998) leading to a final peak in 2001, since when
there has been a marked decline in the annual number of cases. The increase
in cases throughout the 1990s is perhaps explicable by, and certainly
comparable to, other indicators of drug use recorded over that time period
(e.g. problem/agency statistics, surveys and seizures, see above) which all
showed increases over that decade. However, although these indicators
would imply that drug use had perhaps reached a plateau in the early 2000s,
indeed with some indications of a slight decline (Corbett et al, 2005; Hay et
al, 2005), any reduction in actual drug use or drug problems in Scotland has
not been nearly as marked as that implied by the decline in number of cases
identified from press sample.
This absence of a corresponding decline in drug issues in the real world can
be illustrated by taking the mortality data as an example (see above). In 2000
there were officially 292 drug deaths in Scotland (ISDScotland, 2005), only
one more than the previous year, rising to 332 in 2001 and to 382 in 2002,
before falling to 317 in 2003. In contrast, the number of ‘Health’ cases (i.e.
mainly deaths, see Forsyth 2001b) in the press clippings sample peaked at
140 in 1999, stood at 44 in 2000, and fell from 92 in 2001, to 33 in 2002
to 21 in 2003, with only 5 cases being reported in 2004. In other words, the
decline in mortality reporting by the Scottish press during the early 2000s
would appear to considerably exceed any actual decline in drug-related
deaths.
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The overall yearly trend in drug cases is indicated by Figure 1, which breaks
these down by the publication in which they appeared. Figure 1 also reveals
some clear similarities in time trends between three of the four newspapers
sampled. The number of cases generated by the regional Evening Times rose
to a peak in 1998 (461 cases that year) before declining markedly, followed
by the national tabloid Daily Record and the local weekly Falkirk Herald
which both peaked 2001 (415 and 176 cases respectively) before declining.
The exception to this overall trend, of increasing drug case reporting from the
early 1990s, followed by a decline towards the mid 2000s, was the Sunday
Mail. From a very low base (only 1 case in 1989, only 2 in 1991 and as few
as 7 as recently as 1998) the number of cases generated by this publication
has increased rapidly in recent years, peaking in 2003 (115 cases) and
remaining relatively high in 2004 (n = 103). As ‘the Sundays’ tend to carry
a different type of story (e.g. drug ‘Barons’, see above), it was expected that
this would be reflected in changes in story type reported over time.
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Figure 2, breaks down the number of cases identified in each year of the
research by story type. For clarity only story types involving more than
500 cases overall are shown (specifically, these are in drug ‘Busts’, drug
‘Barons’, ‘Addict’ crime, ‘Health’ and ‘Intoxication’ crime). Of these, it
was noteworthy that drug ‘Busts’ was the top category (in terms of number
of cases generated) in every year apart from a three year spell from 1990
to 1992 when ‘Addict’ crime cases were more often reported. The other
exception to this overall trend was in 2000, when drug ‘Barons’ were
the most often reported category. Indeed this latter story type has been
consistently much more reported since the millennium than it was before
(always less than 100 cases before 2000, always more than 100 afterwards).
These cases were often detailed exposes of the activities of such people,
including acts of instrumental violence (e.g. gangland murders or shootings)
and other alleged serious offences (e.g. money laundering). It was therefore
noteworthy that the only other highly reported story type (i.e. with more than
500 cases overall) that has not declined in recent years is ‘Intoxicated’ crime,
which was also characterised as violent by the press (i.e. in this instance
predominantly expressive violence, e.g. “drug-crazed” “maniacs”). Indeed
cases of ‘Intoxication’ crime reached its highest level in 2004 (it may not
have peaked yet) with 84 named individually named cases.
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Finally, as shown in Figure 3, drugs mentioned in more than 500 cases
were plotted over the time course of the study, revealing some of the most
striking time trends in this research. Firstly, in the period from 1989 to
1997, cannabis and the catchall term “drug” predominated in the newspaper
stories. Since 1997, the number of cannabis cases has steadily declined.
After an initial increase in 1998 and 1999 (owing to in part to a large
number of ‘Health’ stories in those year), use of the term “drug” has also
declined. From 2000 onwards, heroin took over from “drug” as the most
often mentioned substance, although this too has declined, in line with the
overall trend since 2001.

In Figure 3, the pattern of heroin reporting over time is noteworthy in that
this was relatively low between 1989 and 1996, a period when its frequency
of being mentioned in the press clippings sample was comparable with
amphetamine. This may be down to this time period constituting the “Tems
valley” era, an explanation which the relatively high levels of use of the
catchall “drug” term at this point would appear to support (assuming much
of this total was in fact buprenorphine). Nonetheless, even accounting for
this possibility, the rapid rise in the number of heroin cases between 1997
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and 2001 is particularly striking. Curiously this time period coincides with
unrelated newspaper exposes (i.e. not involving Scots) of ‘heroin chic’ – a
fashion trend involving supermodels (e.g. “Kate’s fed up with super waif tag
and junkie chic” Evening Times, 25/07/04; “Jodie kills heroin chic” Daily
Record, 26/07/99; “Heroin chic to movie glamour” Sunday Mail, 27/05/
01). Interestingly, the only drug type the levels of reporting of which have
increased over the time course of this study without subsequently decreasing
in recent years has been ‘Cocaine & crack’.
These time trends would appear to imply an increasing prominence of the
more glamorous/notorious or atypical drug cases (as outlined in earlier
sections) over time, perhaps as other more mundane drug news (i.e. that
closer to the reality of drug use) has lost some of its newsworthiness over
the past 16 years.
Discussion & Conclusions
This article has detailed patterns of drug news reporting in the Scottish
press. It should be stressed that this study is purely explorative in nature and
does not attempt to explain fully why these patterns of reporting described
came about. Nevertheless, the findings reported in this article do appear
to concur with those of other analyses of newspaper crime reporting, in
that certain types of (arguably more sensational) story appear to be more
newsworthy and especially so in certain types of publication. For example,
as with the literature on patterns of overall crime reporting, violence seems
to be a bigger story than its prevalence in society might otherwise merit (in
this case depicted via stories concerning drug ‘Barons’ and ‘Intoxicated’
crime). Similarly, some specific drugs (e.g. cocaine, LSD or ecstasy)
would appear to be relatively more newsworthy than others (e.g. diazepam,
dihydrocodeine or magic mushrooms) and therefore may be being used to
‘sex up’ drug issues. Also, in common with the findings described in the
crime news literature, drug news stories would seem to vary greatly, year
by year, although as with the crime news literature, no single clear pattern
could be easily identified. However, in returning to the questions posed at
the beginning of this article, it was apparent that:
•

Throughout the 1990s the volume of drug stories printed by the
Scottish press increased, perhaps in line with known problems
and estimates of overall usage, however since the early 2000s
there as been a steady decline in the reporting of drug cases, one
which does not appear to reflect corresponding changes in levels
of problems or prevalence in the Scottish population.
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•

Drugs with glamour, notoriety or simple nicknames tend
to be over-reported in comparison to those with mundane
pharmaceutical uses or more complicated (unfamiliar) generic
names.

•

Newspapers serving more localised readerships tended to report
stories with a greater local interest from local sources (which
was reflected in story types and types of drug mentioned), with
consequently more sensational stories being found in the daily
national tabloid and ‘Sunday’ ‘red top’ and with the level of such
reporting in the latter publication alone holding firm in recent
years.

•

Drug stories in the Scottish press have been dominated by crime
news, rather than health, particularly news about serious crime,
such as violence (both expressive violence by intoxicated persons
and instrumental violence by drug ‘Barons’) and these themes
have become relatively more prominent in recent years.

In summary, during the early 1990s, drug stories in the Scottish press were
more likely to concern addiction (without a substance being specified) or
cannabis users appearing in court for possession, subsequently despite a
spell in the late 1990s when stories concerning heroin and health (deaths)
became more prominent, in the early 2000s the tendency appears to be
towards more stories concerning cocaine, violence and organised crime. To
what extent, if any, this shift reflects reality of drug use in Scotland cannot
be known from this study, nor can the impact of such reporting trends on
public opinion or drug policy be assessed here. Nevertheless it is interesting
to speculate whether this is likely to impact upon the balance of funding for
drug initiatives away from public health and towards the criminal justice
sector. In any event, as drug use in Scotland ‘matures’, it would appear that
the drug stories appearing in the Scottish press are increasingly focusing
upon ever more sensational cases. As such, today typical drug stories would
appear to have more in common with other types of crime stories printed in
the newspapers and less in common with the reality of illegal drug use.
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Appendix 1: Newspaper Story Types
Story Type
Agencies
Barons
Busts
Crime: Addict
Crime: Intoxication
Crime: Raids

Crime: Spiking
‘Famous people’

Health
Intravenous use

Medical use
Policy: International
Policy: Local
Prison
Young people
‘Others’

Example Headline
“I was homeless and taking drugs… but now I help other
kids avoid that fate” (Evening Times, 30/01/02)
“Bloody End for Mr Big: Victim was drug dealer, Killing
sparks turf war fears” (Daily Record, 09/03/02)
“Crop of the Class: Teacher charged with growing dope
plants at home” (Sunday
Sunday Mail 01/08/04)
“Took Holiday Cash to Feed Heroin Habit: You broke
customers trust – says sheriff” (Falkirk Herald, 08/07/99)
“Magic Mushrooms Made a Monster: Crazed naked man
bit off OAP’s finger” (Daily Record, 18/06/93)
“Junkie Drank My Girl’s Morphine in Hospital: Man
jailed for taking drip from Jade 8” (Daily Record, 09/03/
01)
“Student Baked Her Gran Cakes Laced With Hash: OAP
feared heart attack” (Daily Record, 24/03/00)
“What Drugs have Done to Lady Dawn: Heroin took her
from mistress of the manor to junkie prostitute” (Daily
Record, 26/02/93)
“Ecstasy Mum Aged 50 Dies Clubbing with her Two
Kids” (Daily Record, 21/12/04)
“Flesh Eating Bug Will Make Me Quit Heroin: Glasgow
addict at centre of outbreak tells of his ordeal” (Evening
Times, 24/06/01)
“Depression Drug Made Me Want to Murder Children:
Pills gave Tom horrific dreams” (Daily Record, 09/05/03)
“Scot in Midnight Express Hell Hole: Cop confesses to
the Mail I am a drug smuggler” (Sunday Mail, 10/04/94)
“Get Her Out: Move to evict drugs woman from £40,000
flat” (Evening Times, 24/02/94)
“Bullying Hell of Jail Suicide Girl: Con ‘hounded Jo for
drugs’” (Daily Record, 18/06/96)
“Second Heroin Boy Aged 7: Drugs scandal pupil hands
in mother’s fix to teacher” (Daily Record, 30/10/98)
“Steroids Shame Scots Coach: Games boss sets up drug
deals” (Sunday Mail, 21/0702)
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Unthinking drinking1
By
Richard Hammersley of the Centre for Behavioural Aspects
of Health and Disease, Department of Psychology, Glasgow
Caledonian University.
Abstract
To set safe limits for alcohol intake or establish how alcohol causes crime
and disorder, it would be necessary to measure people’s alcohol intake
accurately and correlate this to problems. This paper will show in some
detail that it is not possible to measure alcohol intake accurately or to
predict the effects of alcohol from how much people have drunk. While more
alcohol tends to cause more problems, one cannot set cut-offs for ‘sensible’
drinking during a session, a day or a week. Drinking less is the best health
and safety advice. The nature of this topic, including concerns about ‘binge
drinking’ are an interesting illustration of some of the deficient ways that
crime and risks are commonly thought about.
There has been a recent wave of policy concern about alcohol drinking
as contributor to violent crime and perceptions of crime and disorder
(e.g. Prime Minister’s Strategy Unit, 2004). Concern and the resultant
interventions assume that the links between alcohol drinking and behaviour
are well-known and fit moderately informed common-sense: People go out,
drink too much, often in a ‘binge’, then misbehave, fight or have accidents
as a result. Conversely, when people drink less these effects are absent. To
be confident about this one would need to be able to estimate how much
people drink. This is extraordinarily difficult.
These difficulties are both of intrinsic interest and a telling illustration of
the problems of understanding risk and offending and of translating research
into practice via policy. Because alcohol is a drug that has effects on human
biology, it is particularly tempting to be uncritical about claims of cause
and effect. This paper will argue in detail that data about alcohol intake
are not adequate to set safe or sensible levels of drinking, or deduce that
drunkenness causes crime and disorder.
1
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This paper was written while the author was a member of the ESRC Network ‘Pathways
into and out of crime: Risk, resilience and diversity.’

Background
Considerable research effort has been spent trying to estimate how much
the population drinks, what amount is harmful for the person (and how
much benign) and the consequences of drinking alcohol, as well as its
causes. Naturally more research is needed, but meantime society is replete
with pronouncements about drinking, which are based on crude estimates,
often using self-reports of intake. As with other social problems, these
pronouncements are given the quality of facts through sheer repetition even
although they are often hedged about with uncertainties and qualifications;
a form of the ‘sleeper effect’ (Kumkale & Albarracin, 2004). Furthermore
these pronouncements come from credible high status sources including
the Royal Colleges of Physicians, Psychiatrists and General Practitioners
(1995), various Chief Constables1 and the Prime Minister (Prime Minister’s
Strategy Unit, 2004). Credible indeed, but generally at least twice removed
from the living details of research: At best, those pronouncing will have
been briefed by summaries prepared by people who read research and talked
with researchers. What gets lost between the original data collection and
the development of policy is appreciation of the problems, including the
inexactitude of self-reported alcohol intake. For example, the Royal College
of Physicians (2001. p. 11) defines ‘sensible drinking’ as
“A man who drinks 21 or less units per week, or a woman who drinks 14 or
less units per week.”
As we will see, such definitions are overconfident. The core difficulty is
that research on drinking has established correlations between drinking and
other factors at the population level, but the methods of measuring drinking
frequency, quantity and rate are too crude to support policy statements about
‘how much’ alcohol is safe, beneficial, too much or dangerous, never mind
being able to advise individuals how much it is safe for them, the individual,
to drink. Indeed, in the detailed literature the precise relationship between
alcohol intake, mortality and other problems is not clear and is sometimes
contradictory (see for example, Poikolainen, 1995; Cherpitel, 1994; White,
Altmann & Nanchahal, 2004). Policy discussions setting safe or sensible
limits tend to move rapidly away from the messy real data (e.g. Rasitrick,
Hodgson & Ritson, 1999, Chapter 5).
Reasonably enough, drinkers, policy makers and those who intervene for
alcohol problems want to know: “How much can I drink safely?” The
alcohol research community has been swayed by this thirst for knowledge
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(and the funding behind it) to support, or not oppose, statements that link
benefits, safety and risks to specific quantities of alcohol. This paper
will show that this is not an evidence-based activity because it is almost
impossible to estimate people’s alcohol intake, or its effects, with any
accuracy. These problems probably generalise to other forms of drug use
and other habitual activities about which people are asked to self-report and
about which people have reasons to misrepresent their own behaviour, even
to themselves. Offending behaviour is one highly relevant area. Amongst
the things that generalise is perhaps the following: If the wrong question is
asked persistently, by enough people, otherwise sober researchers eventually
find it hard to resist answering it.
The paper will assume uncritically that there are relationships at the
population level between alcohol intake and a well-known range of harms
including road traffic and other accidents, violence and disorder, foolish
and socially damaging behaviour, other forms of potentially dangerous
behaviour including smoking, drug taking, sex and unhealthy eating, as well
as diseases including cardio-vascular disease, liver disease and some forms
of cancer. Generally, these relationships are such that the more you drink,
the worse. For heart disease, the relationship between mortality and selfreported alcohol intake is ‘J shaped’ (Poikolainen, 1995), because abstainers
are more likely to die of heart disease than people who report very light
drinking (the left hand up curve), then mortality increases rapidly amongst
men who report drinking more than 21 units a week; hence the sensible limit
at the stem of the J. Yet, according to Alcohol in Moderation, in France the
sensible men’s limit is 60 12 g units a week,2 that is about a bottle of wine
a day, so the J-shaped curve was not self-evident to the French Academy of
Medicine. However, it will be shown that the self-report data are not good
enough to plot curves with. That impressive curves can be plotted does not
refute the poor quality of self-report data.
To anticipate some of the arguments made here, the ‘protective’ effect of
light drinking is still debated with some force. Rather obviously, abstainers
include people who have quit drinking because it had already damaged their
health. Even controlling for that, abstainers still seem at risk compared to
very light drinkers. Are all abstainers telling the truth? In a seminal study
Valliant (1995) followed up drinkers for up to fifty years. ‘Abstainers’ he
defined as people who had drunk no more than 3 drinks in a year and this
included members of Alcoholics Anonymous – so many ‘abstainers’ drink
if only a drop compared to the bathtubs consumed by heavy drinkers. It
could be that people who deny drinking in surveys include people who
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actually drink very heavily, but completely deny this, as well as people who
do not drink because they have even worse habits, such as being obsessive
exercisers who abuse steroids. What people report doing – whether it is
drinking, offending or any other sensitive behaviour – is not simply an
approximation of what they really do, but is heavily filtered through their
beliefs about themselves the ways that the questions are asked.
This article will not get into the relationships between alcohol intake and
positive effects. It is generally assumed that people drink for the positive
effects but that there is not a linear relationship so that the more alcohol the
better. Rather, the benefits decrease or reverse rapidly as intake increases.
Notorious boozers such as Winston Churchill notwithstanding: “I have
taken more out of alcohol than alcohol has taken out of me”.3 The paper
will explore some of the difficulties in establishing how much people drink
and ruling out confounds and artefacts in linking alcohol intake to harms
and problems.
The alcohol content of alcoholic drinks
As with most consumer goods, over the past fifty years the packaging and
presentation of alcoholic drinks has diversified massively. The concept of
the ‘standard drink’ or ‘unit’ was initially introduced in alcohol studies
because of the considerable difficulties of getting people to record what
they actually drink and the further difficulties of accurately translating this
information into grams of pure alcohol (see Lemmens, 1994; Stockwell
& Stirling, 1989). New Zealand’s Alcohol Advisory Council provides
unusually detailed information, based on a standard drink containing 10g
of alcohol.4 Many countries, including the UK, use an 8g standard drink
instead. As will be seen, even a 10g ‘standard drink’ is a bit small.
Matters have got more complicated over the years, as new products are
introduced, of different volume and often increased strength. Tables 1, 2 and
3 show the alcohol content of a range of different beers, wines and spirits.
Similar variations are found in other drinks. One result of this diversity
is that watching one’s alcohol intake is nearly as complicated as calorie
counting and requires taking note of the alcohol content and volume of
every drink consumed. Back calculating intake will be even more difficult,
particularly over longer time periods and if various different drinks are
consumed. Another result of this diversity is that minor, perhaps unnoticed,
changes in choice of drink can have substantial impact on alcohol intake.
For example, three 150 ml glasses of 8% wine will provide 3.6 standard
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drinks or units, while the same number of 175 ml glasses of 14% wine will
provide almost 7.5 units.
Table 1: BEERS - Variation in the number of 10 gram ‘units’ of alcohol
in beers of varying alcohol percentages and volumes (in ml)
Vol
220
250
330
440
500

Name
Half Pint
Small Bottle
Bottle
Pint
Half Litre

3.2
0.7
0.8
1.1
1.4
1.6

Percent Alcohol
4.2 4.5 5.02 5.23
0.9 1.0 1.1
1.1
1.1 1.1 1.3
1.3
1.4 1.5 1.7
1.7
1.9 2.0 1.7
2.3
2.1 2.3 2.5
2.6

6.0
1.3
1.5
2.0
2.6
3.0

8.84
1.8
2.0
2.6
3.5
4.0

9.05
2.0
2.3
3.0
4.0
4.5

Table 2: WINES - Variation in the number of 10 gram ‘units’ of alcohol
in wines of varying alcohol percentages and volumes (in ml)
Vol
125
150
175

Name
Glass
1/5 bottle
Large Glass

8.0
1.0
1.2
1.4

Percent Alcohol
10.0 11.5 12.0 12.5
1.3 1.4 1.5
1.6
1.5 1.7 1.8
1.9
1.8 2.0 2.1
2.2

13.0
1.6
2.0
2.3

14.0
1.8
2.1
2.5

Table 3: SPIRITS - Variation in the number of 10 gram ‘units’ of
alcohol in spirits of varying alcohol percentages and volumes (in ml)
Vol
20
24
25
30
44
2
3
4
5
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Name
1/6 gill
1/5 gill
metric
1/4 gill 1 oz
1.5 oz

25
0.5
0.6
0.6
0.8
1.1

Percent Alcohol
28 38 40
50
0.6 0.8 0.8
1.0
0.7 0.9 1.0
1.2
0.7 0.9 1.0
1.3
0.8 1.1 1.2
1.5
1.2 1.7 1.8
2.2

Common strength for bottled lagers.
Common strength for ‘Premium’ lagers
‘Superlager’ is 8-8.5%
Some malt liquor and speciality beers
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1.2
1.4
1.5
1.8
2.6

Given this complexity, it would be a challenge to provide a definitive list of
the alcohol content of different drinks, a further challenge to use this list in
research and a near-impossibility to have people log their intake accurately
except using a prospective diary where all alcoholic drinks were measured
and their precise names and alcohol content recorded. In diary studies of
food, it is accepted that this extent of recording is more accurate, but at the
expense of disrupting natural eating behaviour (e.g., deCastro, 1994). From
analogy with food diaries, people asked to measure their alcohol at home
would pour smaller quantities than usual. They would also tend to pour
quantities that were easy to measure, into the measure first, then into the
glass, rather than whatever the hand and eye provided straight into the glass.
Away from home, they would tend to choose familiar drinks that they knew
the alcohol content of, rather than unfamiliar drinks that would be harder
to log. Simpler questionnaire data are correlated with diary data and suffice
for many purposes, but they do not provide interval data that can be used to
set absolute intake thresholds6. The wide variation in recommended intake
around the world does not suggest scientific precision either.5
In short, there are inaccuracies in estimating the alcohol content of drinks
because this is complex. Most of the inaccuracies are biased towards underreporting of alcohol intake. These inaccuracies have serious implications for
calculating dose-effect curves for alcohol, which will be returned to below.
The metabolism of alcohol
Alcohol’s chronic effects tend to increase with increased intake, at least
beyond a very minimum dose, for small doses of about 1-2 units per day
may be beneficial rather than harmful (Baumbaicker, 1985). For physical
health, drinking speed and frequency are less important than pure quantity
although ‘heavy episodic drinking’ appears to be riskiest (Okosun et al.,
2005). However, alcohol’s acute effects depend upon level of intoxication,
amongst other factors. This in turn depends upon (1) how quickly alcohol
in ingested, (2) how quickly it is eliminated (3) the time of day and other
psychophysiological context of drinking, (4) what people expect to happen
and how skilled they are at coping with the effects of alcohol.
6

As many readers will know, an interval scale is one where the difference between any 2
numbers is exactly the same size – a temperature scale on a thermometer for example.
For self-reported alcohol intake to be an interval scale it would have to be true that the
difference between reporting 1 and 2 drinks was the same as the difference between
reporting 50 and 51 drinks. This is false, for the many reasons discussed here, including
that ’51 drinks’ is usually only an estimate, not a count.
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Ingestion rate
Somebody who drinks 8 drinks in a day, spread out across eight hours may
never be intoxicated at all, although they are probably damaging their liver.
Somebody who drinks 8 drinks in an hour may be extremely intoxicated and
have a peak blood alcohol content of nearly twice the legal limit for driving.
It is counter-intuitive that the former is as dangerous as the latter, yet very
few surveys of alcohol intake take drinking rate into account. Eight units in
a day usually counts as a ‘binge’ or ‘heavy episodic drinking’ whatever the
rate of drinking.
Never mind long-term health damage, the effects on behaviour are quite
different. The slow drinker may experience and exhibit no obvious effects
of alcohol at all and may not regard the drinking as ‘really drinking’. If they
habitually drink heavily, then they may feel and behave normally, only to get
a surprise when they have an accident and turn out to have alcohol in their
blood above the legal limit for driving (Hutchenson, 2003). People can adapt
to level of alcohol in the blood and feel unaffected, but this does not mean
it is ‘safe’, although the accident while ‘over the limit’ might be caused in
part by the alcohol, or merely a coincidence made more probable by their
frequently having alcohol in their blood. At levels where alcohol has small or
marginal effects on performance, paradoxically someone who is less adapted
may be safer, because they may avoid taking risks after drinking.
Some people immediately get the point about some purported effects of
alcohol being coincidence. For those that do not, imagine the extreme case
of someone who always has more alcohol in his blood than the legal limit.
If he ever has an accident he will be over the limit, whether the alcohol
caused the accident or not. Similarly, if 91% of people drinking in city centre
licensed premises drink more that 4 units of alcohol (Hammersley & Ditton,
in preparation), then at least 91% of people who are involved in any crime or
misadventure at the same time will have sufficient alcohol in their blood to
be arguably ‘bingers’. Actually the rates tend to be lower than this, although
still high by ‘absolute’ standards (e.g. Prime Minister’s Strategy Unit, 2004),
suggesting that people out in city centres at peak drinking times who are
not drinking alcohol are actually at higher risk of crime and accidents than
those who are drinking in the same settings. Possibly abstinence is deviant
in such social settings as well as an indicator of being up to something, such
as crime.
People are poor at estimating their current blood alcohol level, or their
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current state of intoxication and are better at doing this by keeping track
of how much they have drunk than by judging how they feel (Hammersley,
Finnigan & Millar, 1992). This returns to the problems of working out how
much one has drunk, problems that worsen with increasing intake (Carey &
Hustad, 2002).
Elimination rate
There are substantial individual differences in how rapidly people eliminate
alcohol (Hammersley, Finnigan & Millar, 1994), due to individual variations
in the quantities of the enzymes that break alcohol down in the liver and
elsewhere. People also adapt to alcohol intake and grow more enzymes, so
heavier drinkers eliminate alcohol more rapidly. But, as with other drugs
such as tobacco, drinkers titrate their intake to achieve a desired effect. So,
that heavier drinkers eliminate alcohol more rapidly may merely encourage
even heavier drinking and further increased tolerance. While one can
calculate means quite well, it is impossible to guess how much alcohol is in
a person’s blood at any given moment without actually measuring it. Even
then, the impact of alcohol on the brain may not be a direct function of the
quantity of alcohol currently in the blood. For forensic purposes backwards
calculation from a blood sample taken later to possible blood alcohol content
at the time of an offence is sometimes attempted. This is probably unreliable
because of variations in metabolism and drinking speed.
Psychophysiological context of drinking
People metabolise alcohol less well at times of day when they are less
accustomed to drinking (usually daytime rather than evening) and it
also interacts with daily variations in body temperature and other key
physiological measures (Danel & Touitou, 2004). Stomach contents also
effect metabolism. Food slows it, but may not reduce intoxication as much
(Finnigan, Hammersley & Millar, 1999).
Cognitive management of effects
And it gets worse. Not only are people unable to estimate their intake easily,
or their current state of intoxication, but people also actively take steps to
manage their intoxication (based of course on incomplete and inaccurate
information about it) with various degrees of success. People who feel that
they have ingested alcohol will concentrate and try harder when assessed
on performance tasks (Finnigan, Hammersley & Millar, 1999) and may
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focus more on the immediate proximal aspects of a social situation rather
than the distal and more abstract consequences (Steele & Josephs, 1990;
Fillmore & Blackburn, 2002). Thus, the assumption that alcohol invariably
makes behaviour worse is erroneous. In the right situation it can improve
behaviour. For example, drunken people may actually behave better in the
presence of the police – i.e. when the police are proximal – than sober ones,
then behave worse in the police’s absence (Steele & Josephs, 1990). Having
obvious menacing bouncers inside a club might reduce disorder amongst
drunken people and increase it amongst sober ones, who would be more
likely to ignore the immediate physical menace and consider the more distal
possibilities for lawsuits etc., were the bouncers to misbehave.
Another common method of managing alcohol is to be selective about
the social and physical conditions of drinking. It is relatively safe getting
drunk in one’s own home, with only people one gets along well with, while
avoiding risky activities such as smoking, making chips, cutting the lawn
or using other dangerous domestic equipment. It is more dangerous to get
drunk when there are people around you might quarrel with, when many
of the people are unknown quantities to you and when a whole range of
mundane and unpredictable dangers such as traffic have to be negotiated.
In fact, as discussed above, it may simply be more dangerous to be out in
certain ways, even if you are not drinking. Drinking in licensed premises, it
is also safer to drink in places that do not actively encourage drinking and
where the social setting does not suggest license and disorder too much (e.g.
Moore, 1990). However, some people actively seek to drink in settings that
encourage drunkenness, license and disorder some of the time in order to
‘have a laugh’. They would find middle-aged, middle-class boozing around
the dinner table or TV set tedious.
Intoxication also affects the management of alcohol intake itself, but this has
not been well-researched from a cognitive perspective, rather than the loss
of control perspective of alcoholism. From the above one would predict that
being intoxicated will mean making less wise decisions about further alcohol
and being more readily influenced by the immediate situation, continuing to
drink if everyone else is. People take steps to manage these problems, for
example by not having too much alcohol in the house. Many people seem
able to gauge their intoxication and taper off when they have had enough,
but this has not been researched.
It is therefore unhelpful to cloud the difference between the largely biological
effects of alcohol – such as increased risks of various diseases – and
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consequences that are psychologically and socially mediated. One cannot, at
least within a materialist framework, cognitively reduce one’s risks of liver
disease, but one can reduce or increase one’s risks of becoming involved in
disorder, violence or accidents, as well as of drinking more or less.
Summing up blood alcohol level and intoxication
For all these reasons, the simple links everyone would like to exist between
current blood alcohol level and risk of misbehaviour and misadventure are
not available. The more alcohol the worse, but there is no absolute ‘safe’ or
‘sensible’ level. Even if people could estimate their alcohol intake accurately,
we do not know enough about the temporal dynamics of alcohol metabolism
to make confident statements about how much alcohol will have what type
of effect over what time period. For example, people with hangovers remain
impaired (Finnigan et al., in press) despite being alcohol-free. Furthermore,
the ‘risk’ of a given level of intoxication is heavily mediated by set – the
expectations and knowledge of the person – and setting.
Estimating the population’s alcohol intake
If people do not know accurately how much they have had to drink or how
intoxicated they are, is there any hope for estimating alcohol intake in
survey research? Matching survey data to customs and excise data suggests
that people collectively underestimate their alcohol intake by about 1/3 in
surveys. For example, Raistrick, Hodgson & Ritson (1999, p 95) report
mean adult intake of 17.3 units a week by customs and excise figures and
of 10.2 units by self-report; so only 60% of the alcohol sold had been drunk
according to self-report. Being in favour of being able to calculate sensible
levels of drinking, the authors pass on without comment. Even this size
of systematic error might not affect any correlations between increased
alcohol intake and adverse effects. However, it would mean that current
recommendations about ‘sensible drinking’ are too low by about 1/3. Not
21 units a week for men, but 28 for example. Fortunately or unfortunately,
being 33% out is well within the parameters of uncertainty about safe levels
anyway. Is it 3 drinks a day or 4? This uncertainty mists up the fact that
the too-often-called ‘safe limits’ are over-simplified white lies (see Kendell,
1987; Tuyns, 1988). As already discussed, the best estimates of intake would
be from alcohol diaries, even if these disrupt natural drinking.
The inaccuracies of survey data are well known, but the consequent
difficulties for managing alcohol related problems are often passed over
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rather swiftly, with the inaccuracies being treated as mere ‘random error’
in measurement, although this is inappropriate when the error is so large.
As well as this systematic error, there is every reason to suppose that the
error increases as intake increases. First, if people make a fixed number
of mistakes in estimating alcohol intake, then the more that they drink the
more mistakes they can make (the more drinks they can forget and the more
alcohol impairs memory) so the absolute amount of error will increase.
Second, the lightest drinkers and teetotallers may have motivated reasons for
under-reporting intake (perhaps they are in AA), then there is probably less
motive for under-reporting at low levels of intake, but above that motivated
under-reporting probably increases again with intake. Heavy drinkers may
wish to kid everyone, even themselves, that they do not drink as much as
they do.
One implication of this unsystematic error is that in survey work some of
the people who report drinking heavily may be massively under-reporting.
This makes it seem as if any harm experienced at a very high level of
intake actually occurs at the lower level of intake they will admit to. For an
everyday example, someone who has stayed out too late drinking may underreport the amount of alcohol consumed to their spouse the next day. Such
activities are socially strategic. Anyone who drinks more than the supposed
‘sensible’ limits but does not wish help for a ‘problem’ would be ill advised
to report this accurately to their GP, as this has may have serious effects on
their health care provision and insurance premiums. Even when, as in A&E,
blood testing is possible these data do not give a good index of previous
intoxication (see above). Somebody who has been drunk for three days is
surely in a different state of risk than somebody who has been drunk for
three hours. There is also the disturbing possibility (for research at least) that
those who report the heaviest intake in surveys may merely be those who are
more honest, least inclined to present themselves in a socially positive light,
or have best memories for drinking.
These problems result in a functional compression of alcohol intake data
so, as intake increases it becomes more difficult to plot it against any other
data with any reliability. The data show consistently that the more alcohol
consumed, the worse the problems both at the individual and population
level. But the data are not up to setting clear cut-offs. Nor it is feasible to plot
dose-response curves. Even blood alcohol level versus accident rate curves
are somewhat problematic particularly at the higher levels where people
with high tolerance achieve blood alcohol levels that would incapacitate
others (e.g. Jones, 1999). Blood alcohol level is a biological datum, but self74

reported alcohol intake only provides ordinal data, particularly at higher
levels of intake.
Discussion
We do not know how much alcohol people really drink, so what should
not be done is to set ‘safe’ or ‘sensible’ and ‘dangerous’ levels of drinking,
either for the week or the drinking session. There was never consensus that
this was a good idea (Kendell, 1987; Tuyns, 1988), although it has strong
supporters (e.g. Ritson & Chick, 1993). The sensible upper limits can easily
be interpreted as an alcohol entitlement (Hawkes, 1994), or even something
of a requirement (Emblad, 1995). It has created the widespread hope that
there is a safe level of drinking for us all to aspire to, when people should
probably try to drink less, whether they are drinking below such arbitrary
and error-ridden levels, at those levels, or way beyond them.
It is unhelpful to think about alcohol intake purely in terms of risk and
harm. In policy debates, this form of thinking leads sometimes to rather
bizarre discussions as if the only outcome of drinking was problems. For
example, both the police and health care professionals express concern
about the violence and disorder they have to deal with at night, linking it
to drunkenness, but say little about their own drinking, which is of course
to deal with the stress of the job and relax and generally well managed
– sensible even – except for a few exceptions where drinking is a problem.
At the societal and individual level, drinking has masses of benefits and
advantages. Some of the individual ones have been studied as ‘alcohol
expectancies’ (Jones, Corbin & Fromme, 2002). The societal benefits of
drinking are less obvious, but include tax revenue and attracting leisure
consumers who also dispose of their income on other products and services,
perhaps indirectly including the costs of criminal justice services.
Returning at the finish to binge drinking, there are many questions that
have not been answered including: (1) What proportions of drunks and
drinkers offend? To my knowledge data on the blood alcohol concentrations
of people in city centres at night has never been systematically obtained.
The hypothesis that people not drinking in city centres at night are
disproportionately involved in crime and disorder is also worth taking
seriously. (2) Are there conditions where intoxication is a true causal factor
in violence or disorder? And, if there are, as there probably are, can they
be separated from conditions where intoxication and offending are simply
co-incident? (3) What are the accepted, or acceptable, social rules and
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norms about drinking and drunken comportment in the evening in licensed
premises? We know such rules exist and vary between different premises
(e.g. Moore, 1990; McAndrew & Edgerton, 1969). (4) How much disorder
or violence is acceptable as a by-product of people’s enjoyment of alcohol?
Setting the target as ‘none’ is at odds with the population’s widespread thirst
for alcohol. Setting low cut-offs on the basis of dodgy data further widens
the reality gap between policy recommendations and everyday drinking. For
example, if a binge is at least 4 drinks in a day, then at least of third of the
population binge regularly. A third do not get involved in disorder, violence
or knife crime. This itself suggests some deficiencies in the interpretation of
statistics, as discussed here.
Once one looks both at risks and benefits in balance – which perhaps is easier
for one’s own drinking than for the drinking of the feared (often youthful)
and risky ‘other’ – then it is easier to digest the question “Who has a right
to decide how much people should drink and how they should behave?” It
is not appropriate to raise policy concern off the back of dubious statistics
or to be pestered into answering unanswerable questions. Not knowing is
a form of knowledge. There is no ‘safe’ amount of alcohol, but we can be
reasonably confident that drinking less is safer and this applies to you, unless
you already honestly drink very little. Furthermore, unless you get on badly
with your cohabitants, you are more likely to be beaten up in the town centre
at night than in front of your TV set. It is blindingly obvious that alcohol has
something to do with this, but this does not make binge drinking the sole
and sufficient cause.
The problem of measuring alcohol intake and determining drinking limits,
which is in one sense quite technical and uninteresting, illustrates a number
of contemporary trends in thinking about crime and, more widely, risk. First,
researchers, particularly in committees, are tempted to offer compromise
answers to socially desirable questions, even when they should not. The
temptation may be higher when the committee is multi-disciplinary. Second,
research findings tend to be simplified until they confirm policy makers’
beliefs. For alcohol, there are reasons to be uneasy about the backstage role
of the alcohol industry here. Third, there is a tendency to place much more
emphasis on risks than on benefits. This makes some everyday behaviour,
drinking more than 4 units for example, seem insane and may worry people
unnecessarily. Fourth, a tendency to individualize, or even biologize, the
problem so it is caused by some property of the person – here excessive
alcohol intake. Fifth, to be neglectful of controls and comparisons before
drawing conclusions. Sixth, to seek to make public, popular accounts of
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research and policy overly simple, concrete and graphic. Here, the attractive
J curve, although containing at least 1/3 error somewhere, has informed
policy. Seventh, to take policy simplifications as true, so that research usually
now categorises alcohol intake by sensible limits although these may bear no
relationship to actual drinking behaviour. None of these trends are novel, but
the magnitude of the problems and the gravitas of the commentators do not
over-ride them. Drink less.
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When the World Knows Your Name:
Identity Theft and Fraud in the UK
By
Natasha Semmens of Sheffield University
Introduction
Identity theft or fraud is fast becoming known as the UK’s fastest growing
crime problem. Whilst it is often heralded as a new crime, identity theft
has in fact been committed throughout history1. However, as identity theft
emerges as a growing crime problem in the twenty-first century, it has
new features which are closely linked with changes in modern society.
Globalisation has brought with it a faster, more mobile way of life with
increasing opportunities for travel and business and this has brought
significant new opportunities for the criminal. Technological advances,
including the advent of the internet, email, and mobile phone technology,
have transformed the ways in which we live our everyday lives and, in many
ways, have facilitated the criminal enterprise. With all of these changes
come new risks and, with them, new challenges. The aim of this article is
to provide an overview of what we know about the phenomenon, focussing
on three key questions: First, what is identity theft/fraud? Second, how
much of the crime occurs? Finally, how should we respond to the problem?
I will conclude that we currently have an insufficient understanding of
the extent, nature and consequences of identity theft and fraud and make
recommendations for future research.
What is identity theft/fraud?
The terms ‘identity theft’ and ‘identity fraud’ are currently being used
interchangeably by government agencies, the media and marketing personnel
to describe a new species of crime, examples of which range from credit
card fraud through to illegal immigration and to organised crime. However,
there is no legal definition of identity theft/fraud (neither statutory nor as a
term of art), nor is there a universal acceptance of its conceptual boundaries.
1
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Throughout history, criminals have used false identities to commit their crimes and their
motivations have ranged from social control through to commercial exploitation, financial
gain, voyeurism, political protest, stalking and harassment (Grabosky et al. 2001, Garfinkel
2001).

Thus, whilst most people have a broad appreciation of the threats posed by
this growing crime problem, its complex nature is rarely fully understood.
Therefore, the purpose of this first part of this article is to briefly outline
the different methods of identity theft, to explore the motivations of its
perpetrators and to highlight the harm suffered by the victims, in order to
reveal its complex, multi-dimensional characteristics.
I will begin by offering my own conceptual approach, drawing a clear
distinction between identity thefts, identity frauds and other ‘data crimes’.
First, we must distinguish identity thefts/frauds from cases of fraudulent
misrepresentation in which a dishonest individual simply lies about some
of his/her own personal circumstances (for example by giving a false
address to commit a benefit fraud). Instead, we are interested here only in
cases which can be distinguished by two compulsory elements: there must
be an ‘appropriation’ of another individual’s personal data and an act of
‘impersonation’ in which the perpetrator masquerades as that individual in
order to commit another crime.
Second, it is important to distinguish between those temporary offences in
which personal data are borrowed in order to commit a fraudulent offence
(identity fraud) and those cases in which the victim’s entire identity is
permanently appropriated (identity theft)2. In cases of identity fraud, the
identifying information serves merely as a tool for the criminal to use in
order to commit another offence. The motivation of these offences tends to
be financial, either to obtain goods or services or to establish credit or a loan,
and the impersonation is temporary. In cases of identity theft, the identity of
another individual is ‘hijacked’ by the fraudster with the aim of a permanent
appropriation. This may be for financial reasons, for example to escape an
existing record of bankruptcy, to hide a criminal record, or it may be that
the perpetrator simply wishes to escape a previous life. These cases are rare
as the new identity will need to be meticulously developed over time and
are most common where the identity of a deceased person is appropriated,

2

It should be noted that other commentators have adopted different conceptual terminology.
Finch (2002) identifies two types of identity theft: total and partial identity theft. Where
total identity theft involves the permanent adoption of all the victim’s details in order for the
criminal to leave his/her own life behind and to start a new one and partial identity theft is
the temporary use of some of the victim’s details to facilitate the commission of a criminal
offence. Jones and Levi (2002) adopt a different approach, distinguishing between cases
where elements of another individual’s identity are ‘borrowed’ and those in which an entire
identity is ‘developed’.
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either as part of a ‘Day of the Jackal’ fraud where the identity of a deceased
child is adopted or by targeting a victim of a major disaster3.
In the majority of cases it is necessary for the perpetrator of identity fraud/
theft to acquire one or more items of identifying data from the victim. This
data may take the form of a physical token (a document or card), something
which is ‘known’ (a password or a biographical detail) or a biometric
indicator (a fingerprint or iris scan) (Clarke, 1994). Each of these identifiers
will relate to an aspect of the individual’s attributed (name, date of birth),
biographical (credit history, employment) or biometric (eye colour, DNA)
data (Jones and Levi, 2000). The type of identifier required will vary from
transaction to transaction. For example, in order to commit an identity fraud
such as a fraudulent credit card purchase online, the fraudster will need
the card number, the expiry date, the name and address of the cardholder
and the three digit card security number (physical token – card and/or
statements). In contrast, to use the card in a shop, the perpetrator will
need to be in possession of the actual card and to know the PIN (physical
token and knowledge). In cases of identity theft, it is usually necessary for
the perpetrator to first acquire evidence of attributed identity, for example
a birth certificate, and then use this as a ‘breeder document’ to generate
further forms of identification (passport, entry on the electoral register, bank
account etc.) (Jones and Levi, 2000).
Each incidence of identity fraud/theft is made additionally complex since
there will always be multiple victims: the individual whose information is
borrowed or appropriated (the primary victim) and any individual, business
or institution that is subsequently defrauded or duped by the perpetrator
(the secondary victim(s)). For the secondary victim, the loss suffered will,
more often than not, be directly financial. However, the primary victims
of identity theft are exposed to several different forms of harm and these
may be experienced in various combinations. Although large scale financial
loss may be a fear for many individuals, it is actually quite unlikely for the
primary victim to be held liable for hefty debts incurred where an identity
theft has taken place. There is a risk, however, of damage to the victim’s
credit history which will have a negative impact on his/her future financial
autonomy. Moreover, one of the major problems faced by the victims

3
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Examples of Day of the Jackal cases followed the September 11th attack on the World
Trade Centre and the Paddington Rail Disaster (for a discussion see Jones (2001) and
Semmens (2004). CIFAS have recently reported a significant rise in cases of deceased
fraud (CIFAS 2004a).

of identity theft is the subsequent time and effort needed to remedy the
situation. The Cabinet Office (2002) has estimated that the average time
spent restoring a reputation is 60 hours.
A further aspect which is often overlooked is that, when the perpetrator
takes control of the victim’s personal data, there may be consequential
damage to the victim’s sense of ‘identity’. Grabosky et al. allude to a
deep psychological harm, observing that ‘the loss of one’s private life is
often accompanied by a decline in spontaneity, creativity, and a diminished
sense of self’ (2001, p.176). In many cases the victim has lost control of
his/her identifiers which are essential for enabling transactions in a wide
range of social situations and, as a result, s/he may feel vulnerable or, in
more extreme cases of ‘identity theft’, powerless in the course of his/her
everyday life. Moreover, victimisation of this type of crime may carry
with it a distinct kind of stigma leaving a victim feeling stupid, negligent
or weak. Indeed, this type of reaction would echo the findings of previous
studies on the victims of fraud (Levi and Pithouse, 1992). Whilst it is clear,
then, that the effects of these crimes may extend much wider than financial
harm, more work is needed to fully understand the experiences and attitudes
of both primary and secondary victims.
What is the scale of the problem?
Identity theft was first formally recognised as a new crime threat in the USA
in the mid-1990s (Brin, 1998). Since then, it has swiftly emerged as a key
issue on the crime agendas of governments across the Western world, being
hailed as the fastest growing crime in a number of jurisdictions. However,
statistical evidence of the extent of the problem in the UK is far from
adequate. Identity theft/fraud does not feature as a countable crime in the
national criminal statistics so we must currently rely on data supplied by
institutions in the private and public sectors. In this part of the discussion I
will provide some examples of the data currently available and we will come
to appreciate how the lack of conceptual and methodological consistency is
hindering estimates of the scale of the problem in the UK.
In the UK, the response to the threat of identity theft has been slow and we
are still some way from being able to provide realistic estimates as to the
extent of the problem.4 As there is not yet a national, integrated method
of data collection in this area, we must base our estimates on the figures
provided by a wide range of government agencies and regulatory authorities.
In 2003, the Cabinet Office conducted a major study which attempted for
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the first time to survey the costs of identity theft to a number of government
agencies and private institutions. The report estimated the cost of identity
fraud to be in excess of £1.3 billion per annum (the total cost of all fraud
was estimated to be in excess of £13.8 billion per annum). However, it is
acknowledged that these are likely to be underestimates due to the problems
of under-reporting, low detection rates and offence classification (Cabinet
Office, 2002).5
Although public sector agencies have widely acknowledged that identity
theft is a significant problem, there is often insufficient statistical evidence
to allow for accurate estimates of the true extent of the crime. Generally
speaking it is those departments whose work covers the areas of immigration,
welfare and taxation which are currently best placed to provide estimates
and we do begin to build a picture of the problem when the different figures
are examined. For example, it is reported that the UK Passport Service
detects 1,400 false passport applications (0.003% of all applications) and
that staff at Terminal 3 at Heathrow Airport detect 50 fraudulent documents
per month. In addition, the Department of Health estimate that 0.2% of
prescriptions are acquired through identity theft (Cabinet Office, 2002).
When presented as a proportion of the total turnover, these figures appear
to be low but the losses to identity theft/fraud are deemed particularly
significant since it is public money which is ending up in criminal hands.
We do, however, have a more accurate picture of the level of identity theft/
fraud experienced within the private sector. In 2004, CIFAS6 recorded
69,512 cases of fraud using a ‘false identity’ (a false name with address)
and 50,455 cases of ‘impersonation fraud’ (use of a genuine name and/or
address) (CIFAS, 2005). Table 1 shows this data in the form of an Identity
4

5
6
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The USA was the first country to take significant legislative action and has been providing
a national integrated support system for the victims of identity theft since 1999. The
Identity Theft and Assumption Deterrence Act was enacted in 1998, establishing identity
theft as a criminal offence and requiring the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) to set up a
central repository for identity theft complaints (Federal Trade Commission 2003). In 2003,
the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) reported that in the period 1999 – 2002 customer
complaints had more than doubled each year to a 2002 total of 161,896 complaints (Federal
Trade Commission 2003). In 2004, that figure had risen to 246,570, estimated to have cost
in excess of $50 billion (Federal Trade Commission 2005).
There are, for example, no estimates for identity theft/frauds within the Electoral Register,
Local Authorities, the DVLA, the Department of Education or Police Force Authorities
(Cabinet Office 2002).
CIFAS is a fraud prevention service whose members consist of UK organisations drawn
from the financial, insurance, retail, telecommunications and investment industries/sectors.
Detailed information can be found at http://www.cifas.org.uk.

Fraud Index. One can see that the plastic card, communications and retail
industries are currently being targeted more than average. The banking,
mortgage and finance industries are less vulnerable to this kind of fraud, due
to stricter identity verification procedures and fewer accounts are opened
remotely (online, telephone or mail).
Table 1: CIFAS Identity Fraud Index (Source: CIFAS 2004b)

Plastic Cards
Communications
Retail Finance
Banking
Mortgage Lenders
Personal Finance
Asset Finance
Insurance

False Identity Fraud
Index
2002
2003
2004
147
177
187
145
92
115
129
113
126
92
98
72
69
53
51
59
77
109
24
17
13
0
6
4

Impersonation Fraud
Index
2002
2003
2004
137
163
181
141
109
114
142
118
130
87
94
73
85
61
55
61
86
116
25
17
13
4
2
1

(The average index figure is 100. Higher index figures indicate that the
business sector is being targeted more than average).
The plastic card industry (incorporating those institutions issuing credit,
debit and store cards) has had a particularly good record of measuring and
monitoring levels of fraud since 1992 and thus is one of the best sources
of statistical data on identity theft/fraud at this time in the UK. From the
data, we are able to extract data relating to the location, the method and the
costs of plastic card fraud, telling us not only about the myriad of identity
thefts and frauds being committed but also about the effectiveness of crime
prevention initiatives. For example, looking at Table 2 the fluctuations
in losses to fraud for the last decade can be clearly seen. Incidences of
identity fraud can be seen via fraud on lost/stolen cards, cards which are
intercepted in the mail and subsequently misused, fraud committed via
card-not- present transactions,7 and fraud using counterfeit cards.8 All of
these frauds are temporary misuses of genuine cardholders’ details which
require the fraudster to impersonate the victim during a transaction/series
of transactions. Cases of identity theft are more likely to be committed via
fraudulent applications for a card or via an ‘account take-over’ in which
the fraudster gathers information about the card holder, telephones the
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company to register a change of address, then reports the card lost/stolen so
that a new card is sent. Detailed analysis of the fluctuations in losses across
methods is beyond the scope of this discussion but it is worth pausing to
note the changes which are starting to occur following the introduction of
the Chip and PIN system which began in 2003/4. The data shows that as
it is becoming less easy for the criminal to use lost/stolen cards in face-toface transactions, fraud using alternative methods is increasing. In 2004,
the greatest losses were to card-not-present transactions (where no PIN is
required) and on counterfeit cards. A rapid growth can also be observed
between 2003-4 in losses incurred on cards which have been intercepted in
the post, suggesting that fraudsters are using this as a method of obtaining
the card and PIN (as an alternative to personal theft or the use of violence)
(APACS, 2005).
Table 2: Absolute annual fraud losses (£millions) by circumstances of
loss (Source: APACS 2004, 2005)
1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004
Lost/stolen
Mail non-receipt
Counterfeit
Card not present
Identity Theft
Total

71.1 60.1 60.0 66.2 65.8 79.7
12.6 9.1 10.0 12.5 12.0 14.6
9.6 7.7 13.3 20.3 26.8 50.3
2.5 4.6 6.5 10.0 13.6 29.3
1.2 1.8 7.2 13.1 16.8 14.4

101.9
17.7
107.1
72.9
17.4

114.0
26.8
160.4
95.7
14.6

108.3
37.1
148.5
110.1
20.6

112.4
45.1
110.6
122.1
30.2

114.4
72.9
129.7
150.8
36.9

97 83.3 97.0 122.1 135.0 188.3 317.0 411.5 424.6 420.4 504.7

Location data is also useful as it allows us to examine distributions and
fluctuations in areas throughout the UK and abroad. Table 3 shows that
losses are significantly higher in the South East and Greater London, but
are lowest in Wales and Northern Ireland; losses also remain relatively low
in Scotland. In addition, losses are steadily increasing in all areas but the
fastest growth appears to be in the London/South East areas. However, the
7

8
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Card-not-present transactions are those transactions which are processed remotely (by
telephone, internet or mail) in which there is no need for the user to present the physical
card. Thus, a criminal is able to acquire goods/services even if s/he is only in possession
of the card and customer details (obtained perhaps from a discarded receipt or bank
statement).
Counterfeit cards can easily be manufactured using the process of ‘skimming’. The card
details from a genuine card are skimmed using a special electronic device and these details
are inputted onto new blank cards.

location data does not tell us a great deal about the relationships between
card fraud victimisation and population density, wealth/poverty, lifestyle
factors and access to services. Thus, we must take these potential correlates
into account when interpreting geographical distributions.
Table 3: Plastic card fraud losses (£m) on cards by region (Source:
APACS 2005)
Region
South East
Greater London
North West
West Midlands
Yorkshire and Humberside
East Midlands
Scotland
South West
East Anglia
North East
Wales
Northern Ireland

2003
163.3
119.7
21.6
20.1
15.4
15.0
13.0
10.0
6.0
5.7
5.7
1.2

2004
206.0
152.3
32.1
21.5
20.2
19.8
14.3
11.0
7.7
6.8
6.3
1.0

Responses: Prevention and control?
Although we may not be able to give accurate estimates of the size of the
problem of identity fraud/theft, it is undoubtedly one of a number of data
crimes which are likely to become more common as we embrace the benefits
of the Information Age in our every day lives. Responses to these new
challenges have generally been reactive and slow, with both the government
and the finance industry appearing particularly keen to emphasise the rather
irresponsible behaviour of individuals in respect of their personal data.
Thus, significant efforts have been made to provide education and guidance
in the fight against identity theft and fraud. Increasingly, individuals are
being encouraged to develop a more responsible attitude towards their
personal data. Credit card holders, for example, are repeatedly told to keep
their card details and PIN confidential and to shred or burn their statements
and receipts. Businesses, too, are being encouraged to think more seriously
about the threat of identity theft and the safety of their customers. In a recent
report by the Fraud Advisory Panel (2003), a number of recommendations
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were made aimed at improving business practices to prevent identity thefts
and frauds. Businesses were criticised for failing to monitor employees,
to store and dispose of customers’ personal data responsibly and to share
important information relating to frauds with market competitors. They
called for improvements in personnel management, data storage practices
(both off and online) and data sharing practices (within both the public
and private sectors and recommended the establishment of a national fraud
database together with a register of stolen identities.
Together, these responses to the growing problem of identity theft should be
welcomed, but it is clear that a more proactive and co-ordinated response
strategy is needed if the problem is to be effectively reduced. For the
government, this means an overhaul of the public records system (to include
the Register of Births and Deaths, the electoral system and the Passport
Authority), reform of the law relating to theft and fraud and the adequate
provision of resources to fund specialist training for the police (Semmens,
2004). However, the government’s response strategy to date has been
dominated by the proposed introduction of a national identity card scheme,
a scheme first mooted following the 9/11 attack on the World Trade Centre.
Since then, the government has been keen to make a case for identity cards,
extolling their virtues in the fight against international terrorism and identity
theft/fraud.
Those who oppose the proposals raise a number of significant objections.
Fundamentally, it is argued that if successful, the proposed scheme will
permanently change the relationship between the state and its citizens,
giving the state unprecedented power to monitor the movements of
individuals and thus posing a serious threat to fundamental civil liberties
(Grossman, 2005). Indeed, a major concern about the current proposals
is the wide range of personal data which is being targeted for inclusion
on the card/database, all to be linked to one single reference number.
Commentators have argued that the effect of this will be worsen the harm
suffered by victims, not reduce it (LSE, 2005). Of greatest concern is the
issue of the creation and maintenance of the database itself. How the data
will be linked to other databases and whether it will be made available to
private sector institutions remains unclear but it is surely the case that, if
the identity card is going to be effective in reducing identity theft/fraud
and illegal immigration, the private sector, immigration authorities and
international police forces must be given a way of verifying identity cards
with the database. There are further complications, it seems, for those living
in Scotland. Scottish citizens will need to register for an identity card if they
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wish to apply for a passport or driving licence but the Bill states that it will
be for devolved governments to decide whether the identity card scheme
will extend to devolved services. It has been suggested that this may lead to
‘health tourism’ as those unable to access English health services will seek
treatment in Scotland where access is more open (Grossman, 2005). The
result may be that as Scottish services become overburdened, the pressure to
opt in to the identity card system may become overwhelming.
Conclusion
It is hoped that this discussion has illustrated that we are only just beginning
to form an understanding of the nature, extent and effects of identity theft/
fraud. Although it is certainly not a new crime, there are clearly aspects of
phenomenon which are unique to the Information Age and which we are yet
to explore and understand. Thus, I conclude this article with a number of
recommendations for future research which, in my view, need to be satisfied
as a matter of some urgency if we are to effectively control this emergent
twenty-first century crime problem.
Importantly, it is both necessary and desirable to establish clear definitions
of ‘identity theft’ and ‘identity fraud’. It is unhelpful for politicians, the
media and the financial/retail industries to adopt different conceptual
interpretations, ultimately can only serve to hinder the public debate about
the challenges faced. I have put forward my own definitional approach in
this article, utilising the terminology already being used, albeit casually, in
the public domain. Once a clear, universal definition has been established,
we might move a step closer towards accurate measurement of the extent of
the problem. Until accurate statistical evidence is made available, we cannot
hope to understand the extent, distribution and fluctuations in identity theft
and fraud. It should also be a priority to find out more about the victims
of these crimes since victim studies might reveal valuable information
about risk awareness (for example, are victims careless about revealing
their personal data to un-trusted sources), the effect of demographics/socioeconomic status (age, gender, income) and the significance of the different
forms of potential harm (financial loss, damage to sense of identity, recovery
time). This information would not only serve to inform future prevention
techniques but also to develop effective approaches to victim support.
Finally, in pursuit of effective methods of prevention, it is clear that further
investigations are needed into processes of identification. We have seen
that different elements of personal data are used to verify an individual’s
identity across different situations/transactions. Future work should
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attempt to examine the vulnerabilities of different verification techniques at
different times and in different situations, adopting a cautious approach to
the development of biometric technology.
To conclude, there is no doubt that much more work is needed in order
to develop a wider understanding of the risks associated with and the
challenges raised by identity theft and fraud. It is patently clear that the
identity card scheme, as it is currently proposed, is not going to provide
a solution for the growing problem if identity theft and therefore we must
continue to seek alternative solutions. Future solutions must be based,
however, on evidence rather than summations and estimates which have
emerged from a politically driven climate of fear.
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Reviews
A unique punishment: Sentencing and the prison population in
Scotland
Jacqueline Tombs
Scottish Consortium on Crime and Criminal Justice, 2004
http://www.scccj.org.uk/SCCCJpublicationspage.htm
Social exclusion and imprisonment in Scotland: A report
Roger Houchin
Scottish Prison Service, 2005
http://www.sps.gov.uk/keydocs/social%20exclusion%20report/default.asp
Reviewed by Neil Hutton, University of Strathclyde
These two pieces of research, published by two very experienced scholars and
practitioners have some important messages for those interested in the future
of criminal justice in Scotland. Taken together they help us to understand how
the Scottish prison population has grown over the last ten years and, more
importantly provide data which will help those of us who would like to see
this trend slowed down if not reversed.
Jacqueline Tombs’ work forms part of the ‘Rethinking Crime and Punishment’
project funded by the Esmee Fairbairn Foundation. The first section of the
report seeks to explain the rise in the Scottish prison population over the last
ten years, mirroring similar work by Michael Hough and his colleagues in
England and Wales. Her findings, like those of Hough, suggest a number of
explanations, including increased seriousness of offending, a more punitive
social and cultural climate, the increased use of custody by sentencers and
increases in the lengths of sentence, and legislative changes. It is not easy
to explain the rise in the prison population. First, the way in which official
statistics are recorded make it almost impossible to comment on whether
the cases coming before the courts are more or less serious. In turn it is
therefore hard to establish whether sentencers have increased their sentences
for similar cases. The penal climate may have hardened, but is the increase
in the prison population a cause of this or evidence of the phenomenon?
While I would accept that there have been legislative changes in England
and Wales which have sent a punitive message to judges (although this
does not explain how judges sentencing practices have changed), I am not
convinced that Tombs provides sufficient evidence to demonstrate the same
legislative influence in Scotland.
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The second part of the report is a fascinating account of interviews with 40
sentencers, mostly sheriffs. Perhaps they could explain the rise? Professor
Tombs has to be congratulated for successfully completing 40 judicial
interviews. Anyone who has tried to research the judiciary will know how
difficult it is to arrange interviews.
There is no space here to review the detail of the interviews and I will
restrict myself to two comments. First a minor quibble, Tombs reports that
17 of the 40 judges claimed to use a “structured approach” to sentencing,
12 used a blend of structure and intuition and 11 thought that sentencing
was primarily intuitive. However the description of a “structured” approach
seemed to involve listing a series of factors which were taken into account,
including, criminal record, seriousness of the offence and a range of both
aggravating and mitigating factors. It is not clear to me how this approach
is any more “structured” than an intuitive approach.
The second point concerns the use of imprisonment as a “last resort”, that
which makes imprisonment the “unique punishment” of the title. In their
discussions of borderline sentences, that is those on the cusp between
custody and community sanctions, sentencers identify the seriousness of
the offence and the criminal record as being very important factors. Factors
which are likely to lead them away from custody are mostly mitigating
factors relating to the background, circumstances and character of the
offender. Thus, those offenders with homes, jobs, stable relationships, no
drug or alcohol problems, educational qualifications and skills are more
likely to avoid imprisonment and those without these social connections,
are, other things being equal, more likely to go to prison. This is at least
partly due to the judicial perception that these latter offenders are more
likely to re-offend. This perception is probably accurate, however it does
suggest that prison is seen by judges as a place for the socially excluded.
This leads neatly to Roger Houchin’s study. This is an attempt to partly
replicate an influential study by the Social Exclusion unit in England and
Wales The study goes beyond that impressive report and develops a wise
and humane response to the issues raised by the data presented in the
report. The study was funded by the Scottish Prison Service with an aim of
discovering more about the links between social exclusion and imprisonment
in Scotland. The results are striking, although as Houchin comments they
will come as no surprise to most criminal justice practitioners working in
Scotland. Houchin was able to collect data on the gender, age, post code
and housing type for around 6000 prisoners and analyse the distribution of
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deprivation. One particularly striking finding is that the imprisonment rate
for young men aged between 21 and 25 years was calculated at 924 per
100,000 compared to a total population rate of 130 per 100,000. Even more
striking is the finding that the home address of one quarter of the prison
population is in just 53 of the 1,222 local government wards in Scotland, 35
of these in Glasgow City. These wards are amongst the most deprived wards
in the country. Houchin’s conclusion is stark and worth quoting in full:
“The policy problem that has to be confronted is not that there
are high levels of illiteracy amongst prisoners or that the
prison population is characterised by chronic unemployment
, but that imprisonment is a constituent component of social
exclusion as are poor housing or low life expectancy.” (p.18)
This raises the issue of the extent to which it is ethically justifiable to hold
such offenders responsible for their offences and the issue of what society
can reasonably expect the criminal justice system to do to reduce offending
by focussing rehabilitative programmes at individual offenders rather than
tackling the wider social forces which generate social exclusion. These are
very big and important questions which Houchin discusses in the latter
sections of the report. In between, he considers in some detail the policy
implications of his findings for SPS and the other agencies involved in the
management of offenders.
These reports make a very significant contribution to our knowledge of penal
practices in Scotland and should be required reading for anyone interested
in penal policy in Scotland. Since the arrival of the Scottish Parliament
there has been a whirlwind of activity in criminal justice policy and practice.
The path of increased imprisonment is not an inevitability, it is a political
choice. Scotland can choose to emulate Finland and try to reduce our use
of imprisonment and spend our criminal justice resources more effectively
on community based sanctions which are likely to be more effective at
reducing offending. Even if the political will exists to make this choice it
will not be easy and will require a concerted effort from a range of agencies.
These reports go a long way to providing an evidence base which supports
this policy approach and I am grateful to both authors for their efforts.
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The SASO – Name change, Objects,
Membership, Office Bearers, Branch
Secretaries and Starting a new Branch
Name Change
It was decided, at the Annual General Meeting held at Peebles on 20th
November 2004, to change the name of the Association. As a result, from 1st
April 2005 the Scottish Association for the Study of Delinquency (SASD)
has become the Scottish Association for the Study of Offending (SASO).
The name was changed because the term “delinquency” had become out
of date and confusing. In the mind of many people, delinquency meant
juvenile delinquency and the name did not convey the full scope of the
Association’s interests.
SASD is a well known name and it was only after full consultation with
the membership that a decision was reached to change. The new name
was the one that received the most support when a questionnaire was sent
to all members. The new name received almost unanimous support at the
AGM. We are all sad to see the end of the familiar initials SASD, which
are synonymous with Scotland’s main criminal justice conference and with
a wide range of local branch activities. We are sure that the initials SASO
will rapidly be come every bit as familiar.
We have used the opportunity of the name change to relaunch and publicise
the Association. We produced a new membership leaflet of which two
copies were sent to every member. Thanks to all the hard work of Mary
Munro, a new web site has been established which will provide up to date
information about all the Association’s activities, both locally and nationally.
It will enable members – and the general public - to find out what lectures
are available, the programme of the Annual Conference and the names and
addresses of office bearers, both local and national. We will be developing
the web site further. The new web site address is www.sastudyoffending.or
g.uk The new leaflet has been widely distributed and I am glad to say that
we already have a number of new members.
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Objects
The formal objects of the SASO are: “to initiate, encourage and promote
as an independent Scottish body, study and research by all means into the
causes, prevention and treatment of delinquency and crime, and to coordinate and consolidate existing work of that and the like nature, and to
give publicity to such work, and to secure co-operation between bodies,
association or persons engaged in any research or work or activity having
objects similar or akin to those of the Association”.
The Association is managed by a Council. There are branches in Aberdeen,
Dumfries, Dundee, Edinburgh, Fife, Perth, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, and in
Orkney & Shetland. Each branch carries out its own programme of meetings
and local conferences. The Association organises a residential conference
each year at Peebles on the third weekend in November. It is Scotland’s
main criminal justice conference and attracts distinguished speakers from
both within and outwith Scotland.
The basic aim of the Association, both nationally and locally, is to create a
common meeting ground for the many professional groups and individuals
interested in the field of crime and criminology. The membership is drawn
from the Judiciary, the Legal Profession, the Police, the Prison Service,
Social Work Services, Administrators, Academics, Teachers, Reporters
to Children’s Panels, Children’s Panel Members, Doctors, Clergy,
Psychologists, Prison Visiting Committees, Central and Local Government.
It provides an opportunity for an exchange of views by its members,
enabling them to explain their own problems and to appreciate the problems
of others engaged in related fields. SASO has no agenda other than to make
possible and encourage purposeful dialogue within the Scottish criminal
justice system in ways which will contribute to its improvement.
Through study groups and conferences, communication between the
professional groups is encouraged and individual members gain the
opportunity to meet experts in different fields of study, and to discuss with
them matters of mutual interest. In the working parties it is possible for
the members to contribute their own specialist knowledge or experience.
Among the most valuable results of membership are the opportunity to meet
and know others with whom it may be necessary to make contact during the
course of one’s professional life, and the consequent building of trust and
confidence between members.
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Membership
SASO has around 400 members. Those wishing to join should contact the
Administrator, Carol McNeill, 56 Ava Street, Kirkcaldy, Fife KY1 1PN.
01592 641951
fifepublicity@ukonline.co.uk
Office Bearers
Honorary Life Patron: The Hon Lord Hunter
Honorary President: The Rt Hon Lord Gill
Honorary Vice-Presidents:
Professor Fred Edwards.

Mrs E B Schaffer, The Hon Lord Caplan,

Chairman: Niall Campbell, 15 Warriston Crescent, Edinburgh EH3 5LA.
0131 556 2895
campbell@fraoch.freeserve.co.uk
Vice-Chairman: Dan Gunn, Scottish Prison Service, Carlton House, 5
Redheughs Rigg, Edinburgh, EH12 9HW.
01324 711 558
dann.gunn@sps.gov.uk
Honorary Secretary: Margaret Small, Scottish Children’s Reporter
Administration, 10/20 Bell Street, Glasgow G1 1LG.
0141 567 7900
Honorary Treasurer: Alasdair McVitie, TD WS, Haig-Scott and Co, WS,
16 Corstorphine Road, Edinburgh EH12 6HN.
0131 313 5757
Conference Organiser: Sally Kuenssberg, 6 Cleveden Drive, Glasgow G12
0SE.
0141 339 8345
Journal Editor: Jason Ditton
Journal Assistant Editor: Michele Burman
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Branch secretaries
Aberdeen
Chairman, Sheriff KA McLernan, Aberdeen Sheriff Court, 8 Castle Street,
Aberdeen AB10 1WP
Dumfries
Amanda Armstrong, Westpark House, 3 Rotchell Road, Dumfries DG2 7SP
01387 250292 AmandaA@holywood-trust.org.uk
Chairman, Bill Milven, Police HQ, Cornwall Mount, Dumfries, DG1 1PZ
01387 252112 william.milven@dumfriesandgalloway.pnn.police.uk
Dundee
Vacant
Edinburgh
Bernadette Monaghan, APEX, 9 Great Stuart Street, Edinburgh.
0131 220 0130
bm@apexscotland.org.uk
Chairman, Sheriff Andrew Lothian
Fife
Contact: Chief Constable Peter Wilson, Police Headquarters , Detroit Road,
Glenrothes, Fife KY6 2RJ
Force.executive@fife.pnn.police.uk
Glasgow
Jackie Robeson, SCRA, Ochil House, Springkerse Business Park, Stirling
01786 459557
jackie.robeson@childrens-reporter.org
Chairman, Sheriff Rita Rae
Lanarkshire
Jim O’Neill, Scottish Prison Service, Room 332, Carlton House, 5
Redheughs Rigg, Edinburgh EH12 9HW
james.o’neill2@sps.gov.uk
Chairman, Sheriff Gibson
Perth
Helen Murray JP, 191 Oakbank Road, Perth PH1 1EG
01738 621 044 eilidhmurray@blueyonder.co.uk
Chairman Sheriff Fletcher
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Orkney and Shetland
Tommy Allan, Nordhus, North Ness, LERWICK,Shetland ZE1 0LZ
01595 690749 T.Allan@virgin.net
Chairman: Sheriff Graeme Napier
Chairman’s Report, 2003-04
Given to the AGM of the Association at Peebles on 19 November 2004
General
Over the past year the Scottish Association for the Study of Delinquency
(SASD) has continued to flourish and fulfil its important role of bringing
together all those involved in the Scottish criminal justice system so that
they can talk together informally but constructively. Our membership
remains at 420 almost exactly the same as last year. We do welcome new
members but are equally delighted to see all those with an interest in the
criminal justice system at our meetings and conferences.
Conference
The annual conference is our showpiece. Although it always seems odd
to be reporting in the middle of one conference what happened at its
predecessor a year ago, it is important to record an outstanding conference
in November 2003. We opened with a wonderful after dinner speech by
Michael Moriarty, a Judge of the Irish High Court. It had the humour and
interest we have come to expect from the Irish Association for the Study
of Delinquency and from its Patron. Saturday morning saw speeches of
great interest from Cathy Jamieson, the Minister for Justice and from Lord
Woolf, the Lord Chief Justice for England and Wales. In the afternoon, we
had a psychological perspective on risk from Professor David Cooke and
on Sunday morning a tour de force from Owen Dudley Edwards on public
attitudes to order and disorder. Our Saturday afternoon aims to provide
something different and Tullialan Police College presented us with a
fascinating exercise on the policing problems presented by public disorder.
The whole conference was chaired very effectively by Chief Constable Rae
of Strathclyde. We are very grateful to him for giving up a weekend and
delighted to see him here again this year.
Branches
The local branches are the lifeblood of SASO and again this has been a
good year, thanks to the local office bearers. The Glasgow Branch has
again provided a first class series of lectures and debates during the winter
months and, as always, an excellent day conference in the spring whose
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large attendance is strong evidence of the important part played by SASD.
Sheriff Rita Rae, as Chair, and Jackie Robeson, as Secretary, are to be
warmly thanked for all their hard work.
The Edinburgh Branch has been equally successful, thanks to their Chairman,
Sheriff Andrew Lothian and their Secretary, Bernadette Monaghan.
Edinburgh has again enjoyed an excellent series of well-attended lectures
with useful discussion afterwards.
Dumfries has again mounted a very good day conference and a series of
lectures concentrating usefully on local issues. I am very grateful to Bill
Milven, the new Chairman and Amanda Armstrong, the Secretary.
Sheriff Frank Crowe is Chairman of the Dundee Branch and it has held
a number of successful meetings. This year Dave Sutherland has retired
as secretary and I am very glad for all that he has done for the Dundee
Branch.
The new Perth branch is providing an interesting lecture series, organised by
their Chairman, Sheriff Fletcher and their Secretary, Eilidh Murray.
Sheriff Graeme Napier reports that he is making good progress with a
Shetland Branch, although Orkney is proving slower. Sheriff Canavan is
setting up the Greenock Branch. Sheriff Ireland in Kilmarnock is hopeful
of starting a branch and Chief Constable Wilson of Fife has been in touch
with me about a Fife Branch. Sheriff McLernan has revived the Aberdeen
Branch with Laura Irvine as Secretary and Alex Davidson maintains the
South Lanarkshire Branch.
I am very grateful to those who start up, and run the smaller branches. I fully
accept that, because of the distances and the smaller catchment in terms of
people, the numbers coming to meetings can be quite discouraging. But a
small energetic group meeting together can have a real impact on improving
communication and developing understanding within the criminal justice
system in their area.
Last year I reported that SASD was keen to help new local branches start
up and established branches continue. SASO centrally has funds and we
have been happy to help a number of local branches over the past year. That
offer, of course, remains because I see helping local branches as one of
the main purposes of the central funds which we hold. I would encourage
local branches to get in touch with me if they think there is any help we can
provide.
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The Journal
Thanks to Jason Ditton, the Editor, and Michele Burman, the Assistant
Editor, we produce an excellent annual journal. It prints the key speeches
from the annual Conference and some of these, such as Lord Woolf’s speech
last year, are significant statements about criminal justice. It also prints
original articles and papers from local branches and book reviews. I am very
grateful to Jason and Michele.
Finance
It is a great pleasure to report again that our finances are healthy, thanks
to out Treasurer, Alasdair McVitie, who will be reporting more fully very
shortly.
The name of the Association
Over the past year we have discussed and consulted on the name of the
Association following up the decision of last year’s AGM. This item appears
later on the agenda and obviously has important implications. We were
grateful for all those who replied to the consultation.
Web site
At last year’s AGM, it was agreed that a major objective for the forthcoming
year should be an SASO web site. We are very fortunate in having among
our members Mary Munro who has set up an excellent web site for criminal
justice in Scotland. She has very kindly designed a specimen web site for us
which many of you will no doubt have seen during the tea and coffee breaks,
along with the displays on criminal justice services. The web site will not,
for obvious reasons, be launched until a decision has been taken on the
name of the Association. However, subject to a decision on that, we should
be able to launch the web site fairly soon and this will be of great benefit in
providing immediate information on branch programmes and office bearers
and will I hope build up even more support and interest in SASO.
Thanks
I have already mentioned and thanked quite a number of people who have
given a lot of their time and energy to maintaining and developing the
Association. I would also like to thank all the members of the Council, in
particular, the Vice Chairman, Dan Gunn, for their support. One member
of the Council is retiring this year, Margaret Dobie who has done a huge
amount for the Association and I would like to thank her especially warmly.
Sally Kuenssberg has done a huge amount of work as Conference Organiser
to make this conference a success. Carol MacNeill, our Administrator,
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works tirelessly throughout the year and particularly at Conference time to
ensure that SASD runs smoothly and – very important – happily. Margaret
Small, our Secretary, looks after our Council meetings. I would also like
to thank Alexandra Kirkpatrick, Irene Guild and Eilidh Murray for all they
have done to run the Conference and provide such a welcoming face. My
warm thanks to them all.
Niall Campbell
Starting a new branch
The Council of SASO is very keen to encourage the establishment of new local
Branches of SASO. Local Branches and local Branch activities are the life
blood of the Association. The Council has prepared a pack of material for any
member or group of members wanting to set up a new local Branch.
If you are interested in setting up a new Branch, do get in touch with SASO’s
Chairman, Niall Campbell, or the Secretary, Margaret Small. Our names
and addresses are in the Office Bearers section of this report. We will be
very glad to hear from you and to discuss what we can do to help. SASO
has funds which can be used to help new branches get started. For instance,
it may be necessary to spend money on initial publicity material. We can
provide membership lists so that a new branch knows which members live
within its area. We can also provide names and addresses of the criminal
justice agencies, organisations and individuals in the area who might be
interested in becoming involved in a local branch of SASO. Membership
forms for recruiting new members and copies of the programmes of other
branches to suggest ideas for new Branches can be provided. We can put
you in touch with the office bearers of other Branches who can discuss with
you direct how to set up a new branch.
SASO can make an important contribution to improved communication
within the criminal justice system and it is one of the declared aims of the
Association to do this. An increased number of lively local Branches is one
of the most effective way for the Association to make its contribution to
the important aim of improved communication within the criminal justice
system in Scotland. Do not hesitate to get in touch with us if you would like
to start a new Branch.
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